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CHAPTER I
IlfTROIXJCTION
With retail development taking place at various locations within
the city, planners and businessmen alike need to concern themselves with
the retail locational decisions#

The location of a retail operation is

particularly important for retail management#

Theorists of retail location

tell us that the locational decision is made each tine retail management
renews its lease agreement.1 Thus, the location decision is made not merely
with the original decision to locate, tut is in effect renewed and re
evaluated each time a new lease agreement is signed#
A poor location can be disastrous to the successful operation of a
retail establishment#

Retail failures also reduce tax revenues to the city,

to say nothing of the loss of employment opportunities and service
provided*.
It is the purpose of this paper, then, to identify those factors
associated with locational decisions by retail management at a sample of
locations in the Fresno, California, Metropolitan Area.

This thesis

specifically identifies those factors of location which retail management
has found to be essential for the operation of retail establishments in the

Fresno, California, Metropolitan Area*

iRlchard L. Nelson,
Dodge Corporation, 195S), p»

<»«* S»*« AW.
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Setting
The Fresno, California, Metropolitan Area is centrally located in
the San Joaquin Valley of California, and the San Joaquin Valley is cen
trally located in the State of California#

The modern age has resulted in

the San Joaquin and Fresno becoming the richest agricultural area in the en
tire United States#

Presently, the city of Fresno alone has a population

in excess of 179,000 people, and covers an area of some 43#12 niles#2
The city is governed by a council-manager form of government#
The city of Fresno was marked for special assistance and funding
tinder the federal government's Model Cities Program in the i960's#
Expansion has taken place north, east, northeast, and northwest of the
Downtown Core Area boardered by Divisadero and California Streets#

For

a graphic presentation of the city, refer to the map on the following
page#

It should be noted that the original Fresno Tract, from which

the city grew, was located in the Downtown Core Area described above#
With this background, then, it is possible to view the growth that has
taken place since the early years of the city#

Of note also is the pro

liferation of retail shopping centers throughout the Fresno Metropolitan
Area#

Also indicated on the map are the shopping center locations which

represent the subject area locations of this study#

The locations have a

box drawn around them#
Purpose

2"City of Fresno-People and Programs 1974-1975," The Fresno (Calif#)
Bee# 30 June 1974, p« 14*

Source:

"Ma? of Principal Shopping Centers within the Presno Metropolitan
Area,tt The Presno (Calxf•}
1974*
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The information as developed here can help businessmen to identify
favorable locations, and at the same time serve the planners of the city
by providing a valuable tool for evaluating existing and potential retail
locations#

It is not enough for the city to pass upon proposals for retail

location based upon obvious consideration of amenities and market# Rather,
more detailed criteria are needed so that the decisions made by the city
regarding retail location can be the best possible both in terms of serving
the needs of the community and in terms of providing the greatest opportunity
for successful operation of the community's retail establishments#
To date, research into the location of retail establishments has been
very limited in Fresno#

However, since the decision to locate a retail

establishment is made not only when a new outlet is located but each time
a lease agreement is renewed, it is felt by the writer to be important to
develop solid insights into the retail locational decision#
Further, the literature of retail location has been dominated by market
researchers who have looked at the economic base# The writer has been
unable to find significant research which has looked at retail location
from the perspective of retail management. This study, then, examines the
retail location in the Fresno Metropolitan Area from the perspective of
retail management#
Hypothesis
Successful retail locations in Fresno may be along strips, in
neighborhood shopping centers, cmmnunity centers, and regional shopping
centers#

Different needs are served by different locations. In essence,

then, all locations may not be satisfactory for all types of retail

5
establishments#

It should be noted that retail establishments are not

located on just every corner of every street. If businessmen and
planners can identify those locational factors associated vith the
location of retail establishments, then, businessmen and planners will
have a sound basis upon which to evaluate the locational needs of retail
establishments generally.

Such insights can be used by businessmen and

planners alike in evaluating potential and existing site locations for
retail establishments.
Review of the Literature
Conceptually, studies of the nature suggested in this thesis have
been undertaken by other researchers,

lvbst notable among those studies

are the following works,
Melvin L, Greenhut, in his work titled Plant Location in Theory and
in Practise:

The Economics of

Soace»3

made reference to work done by the

Area Development Division of the Department of Commerce.

This work

identified thirteen factors as important to the locational decision process.
These thirteen factors form the basic framework around which Greenhut
conducted his research into location decisions.

Among the factors

identified by Greenhut included in the research instrument developed to
test the perceptions of retail management in Presno were the following:
laws and regulations, tax structure, market, and transportation facilities.

3l.felvin L Greenhut, Plant Location in Theory and in Prastisej__The
.w„~ (Chapel ail. rne University of North Carolina Press,

1956).
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Though Greenhut did not evaluate all possible factors, he did evaluate many
of the most prominent#

Thus, his research must be considered as a pioneering

effort, especially in view of the fact that his work was done in 1956 and has
since been supported by more modern research#
Though Greenhut was concerned with industrial location, research to be
noted in the following pages suggests oommunality of many of these same
identified factors#

That is, many of the factors necessary for industrial

location are also indicated for retail store location#
T#E# McMillan, in an article which appeared in the Journal of Land
Economics in 1965,^" also conducted a study of locations! factors, and
applied the technique of rank correlation to his study#

McMillan identified

fifteen factors which he considered to figure most prominently in the
locational decision of industrial firms#
rankings were: 1)
Site, 6)

Market, 2)

Transportation,

Labor, 3)

Among the factors and their
Raw Material, 4-)

Building, 5)

This research was conducted nearly ten years

after the pioneering work of Greenhut, yet we note many of the same factors
being identified#

He also examined twelve factors identified in the Texas

A & M study of location factors#
factors:

Supply, 5)

l)

Again we note the appearance of the same

Raw Materials, 2) Market, 3)
Transportation.

Central Location, A)

Labor

McMillan also developed a rank study on a per

centage basis of factors figuring prominently in the location decision of
industrial ilrms#

Similarities with the above already mentioned factors

are evident from the following;

Trucking-76^, Cost of Property-67^ low

Ar? p McMillan. "Why Manufacturers Choose Plant locations vs
Determination "of Plant Location,"
* (1965).
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Taxes-65^, Area for Expansion-63^, Labor Climate~62^»

At this point, then,

it is possible to note a great deal of communality among factors identified
in the various studies thus far considered#
The Fresno Community Analysis Division, in its 1971 Fresno Community
Economic Analysis and Development Strategy, developed a rank correlation
of industrial site selection factors#

The factors identified were

developed from the State of Connecticut Industrial Survey, 1965-1963, and
various similar surveys including Urban Land Institute, University of North
Carolina and Texas A & M, and the annual list of 400 top manufacturers
(interviewed by Fortune)#
2)

Labor Supply, 3)

Available#

The top ranked factors included: l)

Suitable Land, 4.)

Proximity to Markets, 5)

Highways,
Rail

Again, there are significant similarities between elements ranked

high on these surveys and those already indicated#
Richard L# Nelson, in his book titled The Selection of Retail Location.5
indicates that al ~i business, whether retailing, manufacturing, or service,
located in a manner which takes into consideration the availability of three
elements:

"market, labor, and supply oi raw materials.

At this point, then, it is possible to identify a significant number of
factors which are associated between industrial and retail site location.
To emphasize the importance of the locational decision, Nelson stated:
The decision to locate a store may anse in a large variety of
e-irmtions. The retailer makes this decision every time he signes a
Sv S; because he is "locating his store" pith that signature,
even though he ioay hare been in the sane place for many years, rhe

SRichaxd L. Nelson, The Selection o_f Retail locations (New York:
Dodge Corp#, 1953)#
6Ibid#,

pp.

355-356.

F.M.
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retailer who owns his own building "locates" Ms business every morn- •
ing when he unlocks the front door. Thus, the decision to select a
location is made with great frequency, even though it nay be an uncon
scious decision, manifested merely by an unwillingness to move® The
wise retailer analyzes his location periodically with the same care as
if he were locating a new store. Many grocery or variety chains re
analyze all of their locations every year or two to find potential
gaps in the market saturation pattern, to change some units to better
locations, and to eliminate poor locations. Some chains do this wark
themselves, others use consultants. The principles followed in reach
ing a decision to remain in a location are the same as those for
selecting a new one, and they should be applied continually. Only too
infrequently, however, does the "selection" of an existing location
involve adequate study^
James Simmons, in The Changing Pattern of Retail Location,** indicated
that retail and service activities form an important part of the city's
function.

He indicated that a major part of the theory of city size and

location has been built on the premise that a population distributed over
space has needs for consumer goods wnich are predictable and wMch result an
a regular pattern of service centers,

Simmons also explained tne reasons

which account for the proliferation of so-called "planned centers." In explaining the differences between the planned and unplanned centers,
Simmons said?
first, the planned center Is planned: its size and_ (sometimes,
hopefully) its trading area are known at its inception and tne manage
ment is in a position to select the combination of tenants which it
adjudges to be best for all. As a result there is a tendency to con
trol competition and an opportunity to exerdse^economxes of scale hy
ndn-n^tinf firm size to suit the market, inere is also flexibility of
SSelL'in planned centers due to the absence of the standard lot.
Secondf~planned centers are new, allowing the latest innovations to be
introduced and the trends noted to
be exploited to the utaost.

7Ibid.,

•

SJames

p.

UU

Simmons, TlKLChan£^

University of Chicago bress, 196-4),

location (Chicago* The
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Third, the land value and rental
unplanned centers each parcel of
to the firm offering the highest
the rental pattern is delicately
maximize his whole return,^

patterns are entirely different# In
land is bid for independently and goes
rent. In a planned center, however,
constructed by the developer to

Stuart S, Golding published "Trends in Retail Leasing" in The Real
Estate Appraiser in August, 1963,3-0

Golding indicated that the modern

shopping center is a combination of five basic needs: "(l)
(2)

accessibility, (3)

convenience,

a balanced oomplesc of well-stocked shops, (4)

abundance of free parking, and (5)

a provision for social life, recreation,

and participation in civic activities#"H

Golding went on to describe the

role of the developer as the key to the shopping center planning team,
Robert M, Ort published "The Regional Shopping Center" in The Real
Estate Appraiser in February, 1964,3.2 Ort described the market analysis as
a very simple procedure consisting of five items: "(l)

people? (2)

spendable income? (3)

merchants willing to

land with excellent access?

(4)

available

take advantage of the first three? and competitive facilities,'^ Ort was
convinced that competitive analysis is a prerequesite to decisions about the
development of new shopping center locations,
\

The concepts examined above serve "to touch at the heart of retail

%bid«, pp# 107-108,
3-°Stuart S, Golding, "Trends in Retail Leasing,»
Appraiser, 29 (Autust 1963),
Hi bid,, p,

The_Real_Estate

26.

12Robert

M. Ort, "The Regional Shopping Center," The Real Estate
Appraiser, 30 (February 19645*
13Ibid,,

p, 10*
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location from the location experts1 point of view. The problem is that
the literature does not speak: to location from the perspective of retail
management.

In fact the literature examined above does not speak to

management's perception of retail location.

It is fine and good to speak

of what should be considered in evaluating a retail location.

To be sure,

retail management must consider many of the factors indicated above but it
is not at all certain that retail management views location in the same
light as the location theorists. It is this void, then, idiich this study
attempts to fill.

That is, this study attempts to identify the locational

needs of retail establishments by sampling retail management in the Fresno
Metropolitan Area.

It is felt that such sampling trill determine whether or

not there is a correlation between the locations! needs of a sample of retail
management.

Beyond this, the survey will speak to the problems identified by

retail management which affect the success or failure of retail management in
operating their establishments.
The city of Fresno's "Summary of Zoning Ordinance Requirements" describes
the only criterion by which the city identifies shopping center locations.
The criterion used is based purely upon acreage standards.

As for example:

"C-l, Neighborhood Shopping Center, min dist size-1 acre; C-2, Community
Shopping Center, min dist size 5 acres; C-3, Regional Shopping Center, min
dist size 15 acres.
Principles and Practice of Urban Planning, a handbook for planners

U-The City of Fresno'3 "Summary of Zoning Ordinance Requirements (1974).u
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published by the International City Managers* Association,-^-5 contains
no more definitive framework upon which to evaluate a potential retail
location or for that matter existing retail location than the above in
dicated zoning criteria*
Donald G, Hagnan, in his book titled Urban Planning and Land
Development Control Lav,-*-6

was similarly unable to develop a better set

of criteria upon which to determine the location of retail establishments*
The above literature, then, suggests both shortcomings of present
knowledge of retail location, and at the same time points out the
potential avenues through which to develop a more complete under standing
of retail location®
With our national and local economies rapidly moving into the post
industrial level to the service oriented economy, greater understanding
of the role of the retail establishment is needed®

More than this, planners

need to develop more significant criteria by which to evaluate existing and
potential retail locations than they presently utilize®

This research was based on a random sample of retail store management
located at various locations throughout the Fresno Metropolitan Area* The
random sample method of selection was utilized to select the sample from the

15Uillian

I* Goodman, ed®, Principles and Practice of Urban Planning
(Washington D.C.: International City Managers* Association, 1968)*
1<SEbnald

(St* Paul:

G, Hagman, Urban Planning and Land Development Control Lay
West Publishing Co®, 1971)®
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population of retail managers serving the Fresno Metropolitan Area,

Further,

it was determined that most of the research reviewed in the course of this
research indicated that close attention was placed on analysis of external
economies.

Little or no effort was made to determine and evaluate the per

ceptions of management who must live with the location, Ferhas s of equal
importance is the impact on the community of successful services. The
community needs viable retail establishments to serve the needs of its people.
It is thus necessary for the community to have viable retail establishments,
and at the same time necessary for the retail establishment to operate
profitably in order to continue to serve the community,

Both entities, then,

are mutually dependent upon one another.
As the planning profession seeks to guide the communities of the
nation, and this community, to a better tomorrow, it is incumbent upon
them, the members of the profession, to develop the best techniques possible
to effectively direct that on rushing future.

This thesis speaks to that

future in a special way by looking at one aspect of that future, the retail
establishment and its location. More specifically, it looks at the problems
of retail management from the vantage point of retail management. Paramount
among the reasons for looking at the perceptions of retail management is that
these are the men and women who control and manage the retail segment of
our local economy. Their success or failure spells the satisfaction, or lack
of such, of the needs of this community.
The sample population was asked to evaluate a series ox factors
associated with the retail location decision. In addition, it was asked to
evaluate a number of problems which impinge upon the community, and
ultimately on the operation of viable retail establishments.
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The factors identified in this study were developed from. the studies
indicated above# The instruments developed vere intended to develop dem—
ographic data based on closed-end questions, and evaluation of site
location factors based on a closed Likert scale, and of various conditions
based also on a closed Likert scale. All data developed have been analyzed
for comparative purposes utilizing the California State University, Fresno,
computer center#
Scone of Study
Chapter II discusses the major theoretical concepts which have held
sway in the development of location theory#

Emphasis is placed on major

contributions to planning thought as they relate to the subject of this
thesis. Final discussion in this chapter is concerned with the relationship
of the indicated theory to the purpose of this research#
Chapter III speaks to the particular techniques developed to evaluate
retail management's perception of not only the physical location, but also
the social ramifications which impinge upon the retail location#
Chapter IV discusses the significance of the descriptive statistics
developed#.
Chapter V describes the significance of the inferential statistics#
Particular emphasis is placed upon the probability calculations#
Chapter VI reviews the previous five chapters, and indicates the
key points of each chapter.

The chapter is concluded with recommendations

directed toward the planning profession and the retail community#

CHAPTER II
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Regional Development and Planning
Friedman and Alonso, in their book titled Regional Development and
Planning.

reviewed the pioneering work of Francois Perrox* To begin the

discussion on space, the authors node reference to Francois Perrox and his
work entitled Economic Space:

Theory and Application, Perrox indicated

four separate complexes of space as:
of encirclement} c)
d)

a)

that of the small nation} b)

that

that of people without space, and of vital space} and

that of natural frontier and of historical frontier.

With this construct,

then, Perrox pointed out the great inequality among and within nations.
Perrox was not satisfied with his work, however. He went on to consider the
ideas of abstract space and economic space.
down into three kinds of space:

a)

economic space as defined by a plan} b)

economic space as a field of forces} and c)
aggregate.

Fbr Perrox, economic space broke

economic space as a homogeneous

From this basic framework, then, has been developed subsequent

concepts of location.
•RAr-inn.il Economics

"John Friedman and William Alonso, Rg^onalto^amentjnd Planning
(Cambridge: The MIT Press, 196A).
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lake Frxednan and Alonso, Richardson reviewed the work of thinkers
in the area of regional economics.

In his book titled Regional Eoonoad.cfl.13

Richardson came out strongly in favor of the use of quantitative methods
in rational planning.

he described two markets being equally distant apart

and having equal transportation costs with population evenly distributed as
offering the potential of equal prices#

His formula, Fx = Pyj Tsz = Tyz,

was used to describe the relationship that exists between these two equal
markets.

He further described what happens when factors change.

Ibr example,

he considered the irroact of the cost of transportation on the market and
indicated the consequences of increases in the cost of transportation.

Using

concentric circles, he described the relationship between the two markets
•under varying conditior.3 of tine and space.
Using the above as a starter, then, the author moved into consideration
of measurements that can be made of populations to determine the influence on
the economy of that population.
function of population alone.

Richardson suggested that demand is not a

Each individual should not be given unitary

weight, but should be weighted by his income.

An approximation of this is

to weight the population of each area unit by the average annual per capita
income within the area.

In describing the implications of Really* s law of retail gravitation,
the author indicated confidence in the ability of this tool to project the
shopping preference of people for various stopping centers based on a dis
tance relationship. This model being a type of gravitational model was
criticized, however, because it does not serva to explain trends toward
decentralization as urbanization intensifies.
After leaving the gravitational model, the author moved into

16
consideration of the multiple nuclei hypothesis#

The basic idea of this

approach is the view that cities develop around several distinct nuclei rather
than around one#

Once developed, each nucleus provides a focus for a

hierarchical pattern of land use and a rent gradient around it#
Richardson also described central place theory developed by Ghristoller
in the 1930* s as the most widely known theory of urban growth#. According
to the theory, the growth of the city depends upon its specialisation in
urban service functions, while the demand for urban services determines how
fast urban services -will grow in the central places#

The concept of

threshold is described as that point at which population and or income reach
sufficient levels to support a given service#

The range over which a service

is supplied is affected by many factors but its main deteminent is economic
distance.
Planning and the City
In relating the relationship of planning to the city, LeCorbusier, in
idiant City# said:
Plans are not politics
Plans are the rational and poetic monument
set in the midst of contingencies#
Contingencies are the environment: places, peoples, cultures,
topographies, climates#
They are, furthermore, the resources liberated by modern
techniques#
The latter are universal#
>
Contingencies should only be judged as tney re_aue to tne
entity-"manB-and in connection with man, in relation to us, to
ours elves j a biology a. psychology#*"*

LeCorbusier,
P. 13#

Radiant City (London:

Faber and Faber limited, 1933),
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LeCorhisier felt that "The Radiant City" would be a place to "live in," to
"worK in," to "cultivate body and spirit in," and finally to "travel about
in," He believed the city should fulfill these functions in the order given
and not be dealt with in another order.

Note that LeCorbusier began with

life and from life all else flows. It is worth noting that all his work
is marked by a serious respect and appreciation for life. At all times the
master sought to work in communion with life and never lost sight of the
fundamental repuirament that his works serve living needs without destroying
the very life from whence life has sprung.

LeCorbusier was very philosophical

about his work in later years and this writer suspects that he was also very
philosophical as a young manj however, his philosophical nature may not have
been as apparent in the young master.
LeCorbusier appears even dogmatic when one reviews the principles which
guided this man of vision.

For instance, consider the following

principles

which he valued and fought vigorously in defense of on many occasions;
The plan must rule.
Disappearance of the street.
Differentiation between simple and multiple speeds.
What to do with leisure in the machine age; leisure could turn
out to be the menace of modern times.
The use of land in town and country.
The green city.20
fbr LeCorbusier, these brief statements conjured up all kinds of emetions
and feelings.

At all times LeCorbusier espoused the basic belief in the

dignity of man and his right to freedom.
with LeCorbusier.

2°Ibid., p.

Liberty bordered on the obsessive

At the same time that LeGorbusi er was entranced with the

34#
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liberty of the individual, and with protecting individual rights; he was
also steadfastly against waste ana abuse of the environment for the sake
of selfish ends#
To protect liberty, life, and the environment, LeGorbusier proposed
that plans be adopted by every city and county of the world to guarantee
the proper use of the total natural and human environment#

In an effort

to challenge would-be planners, LeGorbusier suggested some far reaching
moves.

For instance, he suggested that the height of buildings be limited#

He also pointed out that the question of the height of buildings involved
more than the mere height of buildings but also traffic, and the areas planted
between these buildings#

He suggested the establishment of ratios between

areas used for traffic, for planting, and for housing, and another scale
dividing cities into zones of population density per hectare.
the raising of streets and the planting of roof gardens.

He recommended

Everywhere he wanted

nature to abound and he wanted the ground to be free for human use#
To guarantee that there would be plenty of space for every man,
LeCorbusier proposed that The Radiant City*® would have 1GQ$ of its ground
free and accessible to the people, and only 5"-12^ of the surface would have
buildings on it# The master, when giving thought to this type of arrangement,
also had in mind the destructive war which had been fought in his country,
and thought to minimize the damage from a future war#

He thought that by

scattering the 50 meter apartments over wide areas and having so much open
land, air attacks would be less destructive.

Of course, when he wrote his

monumental book, the atom bomb had not fallen on Heroshima#

It would be

interesting to see what LeGorbusier would have done with his "The Radiant
City" in the age of nuclear destruction#

19
Throughout his major work, The Radiant City. LeCorbusier emphasized
the need Tor planning and reenphasised the value of planning.

He stated:

City planning is a vay of making money*
City planning brings in a profit.
City planning is not a waste of money*21
Organic Planning
As LeCorbusier has his "The Radiant City," Rrank Lloyd Wright had his
,r3roadacre*w

Wright began his career when he joined the architectural firm

of Adler and Sullivan.

He remained with Adler and Sullivan for some seven

years. It was during this period that Wright developed the basic philosophy
of architecture and planning which would guide him throughout his life.
Like LeCorbusier, Wright was convinced that he had to work with nature.
He was convinced that form was an integral part of function.

He was

convinced that all but several architects seemed to be trying to annul the
idea of architecture as noble organization of naturej the form-follows—
function group seeking it as a physical raw materialism instead of the spiritual
thing it really is.
Wright's work, The Living City,22
tract on organic gardening.

is more like a philosophical

That is, he makes some profound statements

about the state of architecture and civilisation.

Many of his ideas are

reminiscent of the work done by LeGorbusier zn The_Radigit City.
Wright beckoned his fellow citizens to abandon their favorite expedients
of money and authority through which tiles'- rule the world for the loftier

^Ibid*, p.

71.

^ft-ank Lloyd Wright, The XArins_Clt£ (New Xorkr

Plume Books, 1958).
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achievement of spiritual integrity through which man, in Wright's view, can
achieve his greatest potential#

Wright was convinced that only through a

spiritual revolution can man achieve to his fullest potential. He was con
vinced ohat the rule of power and the dollar will surely doom American
Democracy and to this fear he loudly proclaimed his new day of dawning
spiritual identity and discovery#
Wright was fearful that the trend to urbanization and centralization
is dangerous for the spirit of men#

Foremost of the targets to come under

attack by Wright is modern rent*
The first and most important form of rent contributing to overgrowth
of cities, resulting in poverty and unhappiness, is rent for lands
land values created as improvements or by growth, held by some
fortuitous fortune's accidental claim to some lucky piece of realty,
private but protected by law# The second artificiality: rent for
money# By way of the ancient Ifosiac invention of "interest," money
is now a commodity for sale so made as to come alive as something in
itself-to go on continuously working in increment of the machine itself»23
Wright's rhetoric is angry, to say the least. He was trying to show us how
base and savage our system of rules has become#

He implored us to action,

to wake up before it is too late. The man was fearful that we would become
less than the very machines which we created,

One must wonder and shake his

head in confusion when one looks at the goings on today in the age of the
energy crisis and crisis of the spirxt, to mention but a few#

He suggested,

"Why miscall this system capitalism when its base is up in air apex down on
the ground?"
"Broadacre" represents a new ordering of the environment#

To meet the

housing needs of the masses, Wright suggested extensive use of prefabricated
housing#

2^1bid#, p#

35#
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Like LeGorbusier, Wright had tremendous faith in planning as a tool
to deal with the miriad of problems faced by modern man.

He made his

viewpoint on this subject quite clear when he stated:
As a people, we are still unfamiliar with the idea, but it is
organic character in planning and building that alone can lead
the way out of this terrific collision of mechanical forces.*^He was convinced that only with thorough planning can we avoid the pitfalls
inherent in an economic system so dominated by machine technology. He
sought to master the machine and utilize it for man's purposes, rather than
see man become the tool of the machine.

He was convinced that the city

would have to be the citizen, that the energy of the citizen would have to
constitute the essence of the city.

The needs and mobility of the citizen

would demand that the city move out to wherever the action would be situated.
The "Broadacre" concept of city planning simply means that any
building in any place, of whatever kind, is concerned first with the newsense of space in spaciousness and of the nature appropriate to purpose and
materials and tools.

The old standards of spacing should have gone out

when universal nobility and electrification came in. This concept of
planning is a matter of the right kind of building in the right place for
the right people.
Social Change
In examining change in the modem urban center, Warren in his book
titled Truth, love, and Social Change
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suggested that the power of change

^Ibid., p. S3L. Warren, TnrttuJoare, and So.olsL&SBgg
Kckalley and Company, 1971)•
2%oland

M
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is spread out through the soeio-econoraic-politioo system of the community®
He pointed out that most social change is not deliberately brought about
in any inclusive way®

He further pointed out that much of the effort at

community change is in the direction of hastening or encouraging the great
change, although the change agent may not be aware of all the implications
of the objective of encouraging industrial development®
Warren also indicated that discontent with the old value system
includes dissatisfaction with both institutional norms and cultural goals®
Such dissatisfaction has been ignored till the norm-violating demonstrations
of the last decade®

Changes were forced, not by the established means of

protest, but by norm-violating confrontation®
Implications
Paul axid Percival Goodman, in their book titled Cprnmimxtas® said*
Productive viork is a kind 01 creation, li. is an extension of human
personality into nature. But it is also true that the private or
state capitalist relations of production, and machine industry as
it now exists under whatever system, have so far destroyed the
instinctive pleasures of work that economic work xs what all ordinary
men dislike®^
With this thought in mind, then, we can conclude our discussxon of the theory
of planning, and perceive the unity of thought which runs through all we have
just considered.

The economic theorists and the planning theorists are in

the end attempting to describe the same thing®

2<Faol Oootaan and Percival Goodman,
Eboks, 194.7), p. 153.

Hiat is, they are attempting

(lie* York* Yintace
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to describe the manner in which man organizes his community. They »~n
indicate what is wrong and explore possible colutions. In a continuing
efj.ort to explain part of the ''why, M this study has been undertaken to
examine a small comer of the puzzle which makes up the total matrix*

What

is suggested here is Simply that those who make retail decisions have an
impact upon their community, and their views may be instructive to those
who seek to operate viable retail establishments*

Decisions are being made

at all levels within the private and public sectors of the community which
impinge on every other sector* It is important and instructive to develop
understanding and appreciation for the interrelationships of people and
events in shaping our present and future reality* It is particularly im
portant to learn more about the operation of our retail industry, not only
because it services many of the consumer's needs, but also because it is a
vestige of the free enterprise system and represents an area of great
potential opportunity for future would be entrepreneurs*
Decisions are made by public and private people and organisations
which affect those very people who serve the community oy providing the
wide range of services they offer.

It is important for planners and business

men alike to clearly perceive the relationship of the retailer to tne
coiomunity as well as, and equally important, perceive one needs and
problems of the retail community.

This research has been under taken to

comer this particular area of both existing problems and potential problems*
This research examines the perceived locational and social pioliens of retail
hahagenent.

1-bre than this, however, this effort identifies the perceptions

held by retail mnagement operating within the Eresno Metropolitan Area, and
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spetiiically suggests criteria, as determined by a sample of retail manage
ment, by which to evaluate the needs of retail management as they relate to
location, the community, and planning#

Planning is basic here, for the

recommendations of the local planning staff hold significant sway in the
conduct of government.

Matters of zoning, for instance, have a tremendous

ripple effect upon the operation of retail establishments.
The difficulty is In application.

The perceptions of the theorists

cannot be accepted as perceptions held by those who make the decisions#
Though the literature is rich with concepts, there is little indication
that managements perception or for that matter planners' perceptions of
location correspond to those expressed by the theorists#
In fact, the tendency of planners and management to think in terms
of land use and zoning tends to discount the intensive effort put into
the concepts of location and space. In fact, management and planners
tend, greatly, to simplify the relationship of space and location to the
point of oversimplification#

As an example, planners and retail management

tend to think of location in terms of zoning and acreage.

Usually categories

such as C-3 requiring a minimum cf 15 acres are used to describe a regional
shopping center#

There is no mention made to indicate the nature of the

spatial relationship or underlying relationships involved in such a
categorization or characterisation. In fact, no mention of the perceptions
of those who

operate viable businesses is made to indicate if the needs

of those who hope to serve the public ere met by these categorizations.
In an effort, then, to develop insights into the Ideational perceptions of
management, this paper has been undertaken in an effort to examine a microcosm
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which has been severely overlooked by theorists, planners, and management
alike#

Beyond the development of insights, this research establishes

criteria by which retail locations can be measured.

The criteria identified

here are important, for they represent criteria recognized by retail manage-"
ment as important to the retail location*
It is not enough for planners and theorists to speak of the requirements
of retail management in terms of external economies and sophisticated theory*
Rather, a more pragmatic approach is needed in which the theory of the
planners and theorists is unified with the practical realities identified by
retail management#

To date little research has been undertaken into the

locational needs of retail management#

In particular, within the Fresno

Metropolitan Area not a single significant research effort has been under
taken in recent years into the locational needs of retail management#

Because

retail locational needs are considered to be generally universally the same,
this study will be of benefit to other metropolitan areas#

Ifore than this,

this research Identifies the criteria which present day management
recognizes as significant to the success or failure of the retail location*
The criteria outlined and evaluated by the respondents serve as a valuable
tool which both management and planners can use to evaluate exisuing and po
tential retail site locations.

This research answers some of the questions

suggested here but asks some new ones#
The city's decision to permit retail development to move north, for
instance, had a tremendous effect upon the activities of the Fresno Ibwntown Mall.

Rrrther development north of the core area will mean further

deterioration of the oore area. It id necessary, then, to develop greater
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•understanding of the needs of retail management so that decisions can be
moderated as much as possible so as to limit the disruption of viable retail
services.

This study speaks to this issue, and seeks to identify the

problems of retail management by looking directly to retail management for
their input.

Phrther, it seeks to establish criteria upon which to

evaluate retail location in the short term as well as the long term. It is
felt that these criteria will provide policy leaders a guide upon which to
moderate their policies which impinge upon the retail service community*
Too often development has been encouraged which has taken away business
from already existing retail establishments.

The result of this waste has

been the loss of jobs, tax: revenue, and public apathy, all of which are mir
rored in the Pkesno Dbwntown Mall.

CHAPTER III
SAMPLING TECHNIQUES
Inst rumentation
This research and the data collected are intended to evaluate retail
locations in the Fresno Metropolitan Area by sampling the population of
retail management.

Such sample and attending data developed outline criteria

identified by retail management as making for viable retail locations.

This

research does not look at the location in a vacuum but rather looks at the
location as it functions within the social, economic, and political system*
In effect it tests management* s perception of the aiccess or lack of
success of the establishment in functioning within the total environment which
is the Fresno Metropolitan Area,
These same elements identified in the instrument developed here should
be recognized by planners as playing important roles in the viable operation
of the retail establishments of the community.

An understanding of the

importance placed on these varied elements by retail management can assist,

planners in more adequately planning and evaluating existing and potential
retail locations.
In the post industrialised state, where the service sector of the
eoonoEy looms as the potentially predominant sector of the econony, planners
need to have ever greater insights into the relationships which make for a
viable conmnity.

As a vital part of the onMmity, the retail establishments,

ttaeugh the services they P-vide, represent an important sector of the local
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and national economy.

This research is, then, aimed at planners as veil

as retailers in terms of identifying important elements prereouesite to the
operation of viable retail establishments.
Planners will find the instrument developed here and the findings of
this research instructive and useful to their understanding of the retail
sector of the Fresno economy.
To evaluate the location, then, from the perspective of retail manage-*
ment, this researcher developed an instrument based in part on the criteria
outlined by the above indicated researchers.

In an effort to evaluate the:

relationship of these criteria selected for evaluation to the perceived
environment of Fresno's retail management, the following criteria were select
ed for evaluation: 1)

Retail Locationj 2)

Community Economic Growth; 5)

Housing; 3)

Crime and Justice; 6)

Employment; 4)

General Government;

7) Transportation and Public Facilities. These criteria were developed
from the literature reviewed above.
into sub-components.

Each of these categories was broken down

This was done in an effort to examine as many facets

of the location as possible.

The intent was to take as broad a view of lo

cation as possible and avoid viewing tne location in a vacuum. The items
related to location were included to evaluate and develop specific criteria
with which retail locations can be evaluated.

The pilot test of this section,

of the instrument indicated that key elements of location had been identified.
Bhphasis was placed, in developing the instrument, on separating the
internal from the external environments.

That is, enphasis was plaeed on

asldng questions which speak to the internal operation of the retail estahlishnent. Also questions were included which speak to the external environment.
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Greatest enphasis was placed on external aspects of the retail location and
its environment.

It is apparent that such externalities, for example, as

the competitive pattern and the physical growth pattern have an impact on
retail business.

It is equally apparent that the wage rate and crime rate

have a direct impact upon retail business*
At the same time that these elements appear to be unrelated, they are
found to be related by the sharing of causes which generate many different
yet similar effects.

For example, physical growth though desired means

development in new areas.

This growth means that people move from other

locations to the new location.

As people move from older areas to new, the

older areas frequently become blighted. Such areas also often become havens
for crime.

Vie can observe a pattern, then, developing in which development

for some is a blessing, and for others it is just the opposite.
Retail management to some extent is very much involved in this entire
process of growth. In many instances retail management benefits from the
growth, but in others retail management loses greatly, as evidenced by the
decline of the Fresno Downtown Mall•
The questions (9-28) dealing with location, in the instrument included
in Appendix A, developed from the work of Greenhut, McMillan, and Nelson,
were separately evaluated in a pilot run on a sample of ten retail managers
located in the Fresno Downtown Mall®

Retail management indicated these items

(9-28) as constituting the key elements to be considered in evaluating retail
locations.
This represents a description of the process or way of thinking of the
writer during the conduct of this research.
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Sampling Technique Ao-nllod
This 'writer determined, through the use of sampling theory, that
a random sample of some 90 retail managers would be large enough to
indicate the locational perceptions of a cross section of retail locations
in the Fresno Metropolitan Area. To this end, the sample was selected
randomly from all the retail locations in the Fresno Metropolitan Area.
With this in mind, 90 instruments were taken out and personally distributed
to the store managers at the selected locations. The managers were asked to
complete the instrument and return the completed instrument utilizing an
attached self-addressed, and stamped envelope. Of the total of 90, 42 (or
lfi%) were returned.
These 42 responses, then, represent a random selection of retail manage
ment at 10 retail locations out of a total of 53 (according to the Frosno
Bee).27 This sarple of 10 locations out of 53 represents nearly one-fifth
of the total locations within the Fresno Metropolitan Area. The sample
includes representatives from the community's regional shopping centers,
community centers, neighborhood shopping centers, and strip development as
defined by the City of Fresno's current Zoning Ordinance.
The sample was selected by drawing numoers from a jar contemning tno
numbers used on the map found in Chapter I above. The numbers selected
were listed in the order in which they were drawn. After twenty numbers
from the jar were drawn, the jar was emptied, and five pieces of paper con-

27«Map of Principal Shopping Genters within the Fresno Metropolitan
Area." The Fresno (Calif.) Bee, 1974.
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taining the numbers 1—5 were placed in the Jar#

These numbers were drawn

with replacement a total of twenty times corresponding to the previously
drawn locations.

This drawing was designed to select the establishments

within each sample location to survey#

lbr example# number 2 would be used

to indicate that every other store would be selected for sample at the
appropriate location.

The strategy was that in this manner the sample would

be random and all that w^uld be necessary was to go down the List of lo
cations and distribute the instruments to the appropriate managers at the
various locations until a total of 90 instruments was distributed. When
this plan was implemented, the writer found that some managers were reluc
tant, because of fear they might be identified, to participate and thus forced
him to go to the next establishment.
complete anonymity.

Rirther, many managers insisted upon

This required that the writer be unable to indicate the

order in which the sample was selected or the corresponding number used to
select the individual managers, the subjects of this study#
To develop further sophistication, the writer incorporated and used
the Likert scale as a measuring device designed to control for bias. This
scale was used to facilitate the use of appropriate statistics. The
ordinality of the scale is assumed.
The instruments vere coded and punched on key punch cords and fed into
the California State University, Fresno, computer for the development of
appropriate statistics,

on the demoeraphic data,

ISean, standard deviation, and median vere calculated
Kean, standard deviation, and median vere calculated

on the data developed from the Idkert scale.

Analysis of variance, run

using the F distribution, was used on the scores of the 10 locations for

comparative purposes#

The analysis of variance was incorporated to evaluate

possible differences between locations#

CHAPTER IV
OUTPUT OF DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
The Descriptive Scale
Table I includes a breakdown, on a composite basis, with each number
corresponding to the questions asked.

The scores represent the mean,

standard deviation, and median for all 42 responses to the same question
as registered by the participants in tills study.

For a review of the questions

asked, please refer to Appendix A below.
The following abbreviations will be used:
deviation, md-median.

m-mean, sd-standard

The review to follow consists of a restatement of the

question followed by the scores for the question, and concludes with a brief
analysis of the findings.

The questions are reviewed as a group after each

grouping of questions has been considered#

Key points are reviewed in the

final section of this chapter titled "Implications#11
Demographic Data
Question ^-Your age-m 3.3571, sd 1.284-5, md 3.3600.

Typically the

responses to this question indicate that the age of the managers surveyed
'alls within the 35-44 age bracket.

The standard deviation for this question

adequately reflects and accounts for the number of respondents one or more
deviations from the mean.

Table I
Descriptive Scale »f /,?
Question Number

Mean

Respon?lftg

+,ft Attitude

Standard Deviation

Median

Demographic Data
1*
2.
3m

u
5m
6m
7m

8.

3.3571
1.7619
2.1905
3.8333
4.0000
4.3333
3.5476
3.2619

1.2345
•4311
•8622
1.2672
.3554
1.1825
1.2917
1.2890

3.3600
2.1094
2.2725
4.1727

4.1000

4.7250
3.5400
3.4615

Retail Location
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

2.0000
4.1905
4.2619
4.2381
3.0000
1.7857
4.5952
4.0714
1.8333
3.0714
3.1190
2.1667
4.0952
3.6429
3.8810
2.2143
2.1905
3.6667
3.4762
3.9048

1.2297
.8334
, .9642
.7905
1.2873
1.2003
.4963
.8942
1.0101
.9726
1.2533
1.0101
.8203
1.0078
.8323
1.0485
•9936
.8458
1.1096
.3500

2.0000
4.2652
4.4100
4.3200
3.1500
1.6875
4.6440
4.1870
1.9714
3.3000
3.1500
2.2500
4.1760
3.9000
4.0091
2.2500
2.2630
3.8739
3.3739
4.0667

29.
30.
31.
32.

3o0238
3.5000
3o6190
2.8095

1,0704
.8903
1.0348
1.1096

3.0600
3.7350
3.8342
2.6550

3.4762

1.0173

3.7059

Housing

Snployraent
33.

Table I (Continued)
Descriptive Scale of 42 Responses to Attitude Scale
Question Number

Mean

Standard Deviation

Median

Bnploymont
34.
35.
36.
37.

3.5714
3.9048
3.2857
3.4762

*9663
•7262
1.1952
1.1737

3.4650.
4.0154
3.3300
3.6750

Community Economic Growth (Mare Business & Industry)
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

3.4762
3.9048
3.8333
2.5714
3.5000

1.0178
1.1001
.8811
1.2522
1.1316

3.7059
4.1500
3.9500
2.8500
3.8118

2.2381
2.0000
3.0000
3.1667
3.4762
3.6190
4.0233
2.3333

1.1221
.8835
1.3435
1.2080
1.1527
1.1033
1.1367
1.0041

2.3000
2.1857
2.9250
3.2727
3.8000
3.8842
4.3500

3.1429
3.8095
3.9048
3.8810
3*1190
3.7857
3.7619

1.2410

Crime and Justice
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

2.4000

General Government
51.
52.
53.
54.
55o
56.
57.

.9936
.8782
.8890

3.4200

4.0000

3*9462

4.0286

1.0866

3.2143
3*9273
3.9214

1.3523
1.1737
1.1096
.9974

2.7000
3.3750
3.7687
3.1846
3.8571
2,5500
3.9414

.8421
1.0314

Transportation & Public facilities
58.
59.

60.

61.
62.
63.
64.

3.0238
3.1905
3.4762
3.0714
3.5238
2.7619
3.6429

.8622

1.0777
.9323
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Question ^2-Your sex~m 1.7619, sd .4312, md 2.1094.
we find most of our respondents are male.
significant number of female managers.

To be expected,

Of note, however, is the

The standard deviation adequately

accounts for the presence of the significant number of females who
participated in this research.
Question #3-Your ethnic group-m 2.1905, sd .8622, md 2.2725.

These

statistics indicate the dominance of so-called anglo people as filling the
vast majority of retail management positions.

The statistics cb, however,

identify the presence of a very small number of so-called minority people
filling retail managerial positions.
Question #4-Total family income-© 3.3333* sd 1.2672, md 4-.1727.

The

statistics reveal that the typical retail manager earns between $15,000 and
$17,999 annually.
Question #5—lour highest education level—m 4-.0000, sd .8554-* md 4-.1000,
These statistics indicate that the majority of managers have at least some
college education.

The standard deviation accounts for managers who either

have comoleted oollege or have not attended college.
Question #6-Number of years you have lived in this coramunity-m 4.3333,
sd 1.1825, md 4.7250.

Typically, the average manager of a retail store in

Fresno has been a resident of the community fiom 5 to 10 years.
Question fi-Smber
3.5400,

of years in this business-® 3.5476, sd 1.2917, md

These statistics reveal that the typical retail nanager has been

in his business from 2-5 years.
j. -f-Vin a location-® 3.2619, sd 1.2890, md
Question ^-Number of years at this loca.io
o ,,
3*4615.

+e+i cities reveal that the typical retail
Like the above, these statistic*

Manager has been at his present location 2-5 years.
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In review, then, the typical retail manager in the study is between
35 and 44- years of age and male.
$15,000 and $17,999.

He is most often white and earns between

Typically he has some college training and has lived

in the oonmunity between 5 and 10 years.

Of note was the revelation that

he has been in business from 2-5 years and has been at his present location
the same number of years on the average®
Because most of the retail locations "under analysis here are rcre than
2-5 years old, it can be suggested that a turnover rate of some significance
is evident.

This point may loom as of some significance for planners and

retailers to examine.

Greater amplification will be made of this particular

point in the work to follow.
Retail location
Question ??9-The retail building trend ... should not concern us-a
2.0000, sd 1.2297, md 2.0000.

This was a negative question intended to

evaluate the perceptions regarding potential competitive acoxvi^y. The
response indicates a general concern with retail building activity, aich
response was expected as such activity indicates potential competition.
Question £L0-The tax rate is an important consideration-^ 4.1905, sd

.8334, md 4.2652. The scores indicate consistent agreement that the tax
rate is considered to be important by this sample of retail management.
This is to be expected since the tax rate has a great deal to do with the
Profits or losses of any and all enterprises.
Question #U-The potential of the area for physical growth
« 4.2619, sd .96«, nd 4.4100.

The response of a strong majority of retail
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management suggests that physical growth is considered important.
Question &2-High labor costs will continue to be a problem-m 4.2381,
sd .7905, md 4.3200.

The majority of retail managers seem to be resigned

to dealing with high labor costs for the foreseeable future.
Question ^L>Cont±nuing increases in the cost of floor space could
force us to relocate our establishment-m 3.0000, sd 1.2878, md 3.1500.
was a question on which the respondents agreed to be unsure.

This

This response

suggests that this question might have been reworded another way to secure
a more adequate response.
Question £L4-The income trend of the consumer market is not very
mportant-m 1.7857, sd 1.2003, md 1.6875.

This was a negative question

intended to measure the perception of the importance of oonsumer buying
power.

As is indicated by the statistics, retail management by a very wide

laargin perceives the importance of consumer buying power to its operation.
Question £L5-The parking facilities must be adequate-en 4.5952, sd
•4968, md 4.6440.. This response indicates the perceived importance of the
automobile.

It is apparent from this response that retail management sees

its future as tied to the mobility provided by the automobile.
Question £L6~Availability of financing is a critical factor-m 4.0714,
sd .8942, md 4.1870.

The question is cf potentially great significance for

it suggests the dependence on borrowed capital.

This question has

particularly strong implications in the tight money market we are

experiencing today.
Question fl7-The

residential

building trend . . . i s n o t p a r t i c u l a r l y

baportant-m 1.3333, sd 1.0101, Md 1.9714.
intended to elicit a negative response.

This vas a negative question

As is indicated, then, retail
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management considers residential building activity an important gauge of
potential economic activity*
&estion #18-This location will always be an ideal location-m 3*0714^
sd *9726, md 3.3000*
would be significant*

It was felt that either a negative or neutral response
As the response was very definitely neutral, this

question must be considered to be of concern.

This question suggests that

there are many doubts in the minds of retail management concerning the future
of their locations*
Question ffl.9—It is very important to locate in a shopping center with
a national retailer ... —m 3.1190, sd 1.2533» md 3.1500*

This question

developed a surprising response, for it was expected that a majority would
feel that location near a national chain is important. This response
suggests that a majority of retail managers are on the fence, and not at all
certain of the value of being associated with a national retailer* This
response should encourage planners and retailers to seriously examine the
merits of centers designed around the so—called national retail chain or
chains*
Question #20-The location pattern of the competition is not an important
consideration-n 2.1667, sd 1.0101, md 2.2500*

This was a negative question

intended to gauge the perceptions of the competition*

Apparently the

location of the competition is considered important to the operation of
existing retail establishments.

This question is instructive for planners,

for it indicates the concern of retail management of the location of the

competition*
Question ^-Proxirfty to the confer ^*et is extremely intent-
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m 4.0952, sd ,8203, md 4.1760.

Substantial agreement with this statement

is indicated by the statistics. It only stands to reason that the retailer
needs the consumer and must be located near the consumer.
Question //22-The public transportation system must be adequate-m 3.6429,
sd 1.0078, md 3.9000.

This question indicates recognition of the importance

of the public transportation system, but it does not indicate the THnri of
support registered for the automobile as indicated in question #15 above.
Question #23-The local government should do more to encourage physical
and economic devolopnent-m 3.8310, sd .3323, md 4*0091.

This question

suggests that retail management desires greater efforts on behalf of physical
and economic development by local government.

The response is not over

whelming, however, and can only be considered as indicating mixed thought
on the involvement of government.

This can be inferred from comments made

to this writer during the course of the conduct of this research wnich
indicated general mistrust and disillusionment with government.
Question //24-The competitive pattern within one mile of this site is
not very important-m 2.2143, sd 1.0485, md 2.2500.

This was a negative

question which sought to elicit a negative response. The question indicates
a genuine concern with

-petition located within one mile. This question

corn

is instructive to planners and indicates the well placed concern of retail
management for existing and potential retail competition.
Question #25-The adjacent amenities of the location are not very
iaportant-m 2.1905, sd .9936, md 2.2680.

This is a negative question

/q is indicated by the statistics,
designed to elicit a negative response. As xs xn
.
Rptsil management indicates that the
the expected response was recexvea.
1 +r> be considered in evaluating a location,
amenities are important and need

4£
Question #26-The private transportation system * ® „ should be
inproved-m 3.6667, sd .84-58, md 3.8739.
on this matter.

Ibis question relates indecision

The question appears to be weak and seems to indicate

general satisfaction with the existing transportation system®
Question #27-Proximity to major transportation facilities . . . is •
important-m 3.4-762, sd 1.1096, md 3.8739®

This response indicates that

retail management is uncertain of the need of a location near to major
transportation facilities.

At best, their response suggests that they

consider this as less important than other factors described above.
Question ,J/23-The potential competitive sites within one mile or so
are important-m 3,9048, sd .85-00, md 4.0667.
cjuestions 9, 20, and 24- above.

This question correlates with

The response to this question expressed a

consistent perspective with those questions indicated above#

It is quite

obvious at this point that the location of the competition is viewed by this
sample as being of great importance in evaluating a retail location.
The above indicated locational consideration suggests that the sample
population reviewed here considers several, key factors as figuring most
significantly in the evaluation of retail locations®

Ox particular concern

to this sample was the location and vitality of the consumer market, and the
adjacent amenities.

The retailers consider these elements important in tne

evaluation of retail locations.

(question

#]&)

When asked if it considered its location

to be an ideal location, the sample indicated its uncertainty.

It nay well bo that this uncertainty is directly related to two important
factors:

(1)

proriidty to too consumer narket, and (2)

of the conpetition. If there ere

the location pattern

tore important considerations than
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these two, they have escaped the writer.

It would seen that these concerns

can be tied to the idea of growth which is favored by a wide majority of the
sample, hit this growth spurns the movement of population and competition
with which the retailer is so concerned.

That is, for example, when the

people left the Downtown Core Area in significant numbers it was not long
till retail management began following the exit. The growth north which
was encouraged resulted in the movement of retail businesses away from the
Core Area.

This concern, then, with the consumer and the competition and

desire for growth may explain the uncertainty with which the present
location is viewed by retail management•
Also of note is the wide recognition of the importance of competition.
This should be an area of concern to retailers and planners alike since
there seems to be an indicated concern with the location of competition. It
may well be that more attention needs to be placed on the location of retail
establishments in terms of their proximity to other retail locations. In
fact, comments were made by managers, to the writer, to the effect that
competitive retail locations within a mile tended to be unsatisfactory in
terms of drawing needed traffic away from already existing retail locations.
It seems that with an obvious trend toward greater northward growth, serious
Consideration needs to be given to the impact on existing establishments of
developed, planned, or potential new retail locations.

Retail development

should be looked upon from a much broader and in depth perspective than is
Presently the case by the community.

At least this is the consensus of

opinion voiced by retail management sarmlod.

Fernap- soao o- the criteria

ontlinod will be found useM in the ev^uatton of existing and potential
retail locations.

A3
These statistics indicate that the elements considered represent a
sound basis upon which to evaluate retail locations.

Further, these

statistics generally indicate that retail management agrees with the criteria
developed try the theorists of location.

That is, retail management

recognizes the same criteria identified by the location theorists as
important criteria in the evaluation of its locations*
Housing
Question #29-Zbt enough homes or apartments where people want to livem 3*0238, sd 1.0701, md 3*0600.

The indication here is clearly that there

is an adequate supply of housing where people want to live within the Fresno
1'fetropolitan Area.
Question #30-Too hard to get loans for buying homes-m 3*5000, sd .8903,
3.7350.

This question suggests that retail management perceives little

difficulty in securing loans to buy housing*

This would be expected since

the majority of managers, as indicated in question #1 above, have sufficient
inoomes to qualify for loans*
Question #31-*bst residences cost too much to buy or rent-^m 3.6190,
sd 1,0313, nd 3,8812,

Like the above question these statistics suggest that

retail management does not perceive a problem with housing costs. On the
other hand, fhon the response to this question and number 30 above, it may
>» suggested that retail nanagenent is developing serious concerns about
^ ability either to secure loans or otherwise procure the kind of housing
it desires.

A trend in this direction is indicated by the statistics.

Question ftMbt

enough construction of neu hones in the connnnitye,

«°95, sd WO*, *d 2.6550. This was a negative question intended to
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elicit a negative response.

The statistics indicate that retail management

believes there is sufficient construction of new housing to nest demand.
The above indicated housing considerations suggest that retail manage
ment perceives little difficulty in the present housing structure. Without
indicating a significant housing difficulty, retail management has indicated
a growing concern with the rising cost of financing of such housing.

This

is important since consumer buying power is affected by the cost of his
housing.

High interest rates force the consumer to spend more on housing and

less on the purchase of retail goods.

The result, then, of high interest

rates is a decline in sales for the retail segment of the economy.
Employment
Question #33-Not enough jobs-m 3.5952, sd 1,0333, md 3,9273® These
statistics indicate no perceived difficulty on the part of retail management
as relates to jobs.
Question #34-Job training agencies are not training people well enougha 3,5714, sd .9663, md 3.4650.

The response elicited here indicates a

general satisfaction with existing training programs.
Question #35-Too many people are trained for jobs which are not
available-m 3.904S, sd .7262, md 4.0154.

question suggests that retail

management tends to agree that people are trained for jobs which do not
edst or are not available here in Fresno.
Question

is not Coins enough to find jobs for people

"to neai thaw* 3.2357, sd 1.1952, ad 3.3300.

Indications are that retail

, • + ..Avprnnent efforts to find jobs for
^agement seems to be satisfied with g
people who need them.
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Question #37-The community has few job opportunities for young adultsm 3.4762, sd 1,1737, md 3.6750, These statistics suggest a general feeling
of satisfaction with the existing job opportunities for young people in
Fresno,
Management appears to be generally satisfied with the existing
employment situation in Kresno despite the high unemployment levels.
Further, management appears to be satisfied with existing government efforts
as regards the employment situation.
This state of thinking is to be understood for two reasonss

(l)

management indicated, to the writer, its dissatisfaction with government
generally, and held out little hope for government success in dealing with
these problems while it persists in moving toward the welfare state? (2)
management indicated a feeling that people need to have more realistic job
preparation prior to entering the labor force. These propositions are
supported by the quotes from the respondents included in Appendix B below.
Community Economic Growth (ifore Business and Industry),
Question //38-Hot enough help for small businesses and industry to growa 3.4762, sd 1,0178, md 3.7059. It is evident, then, that these statistics
reflect less indecisiveness on the part of retail management than a mistrust
of government intervention.
Question #39-Ihe dountoun in ny community is deteriorating^ 3.9048,
=4 1*1001, md 4.1500. This question represents a general ac^ovdedgment of
the existing fact of

downtown area.
. _ Aerie to bring more business and industry
Question #40-Not enough being done
3 9500. These statistics suggest that
t° my connunity-11 3.833, s<i .8811, *
®
the deteriorating
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retail sanagenent feels that sore could be done to bring -ore industry and
businesses to Fresno#
Question #41-Not enough help for minorities to start or expand bus
inesses-^ 2,5714, sd 1,2522, md 2,3500,

This question indicates that retail

management considers that enough has been done for the minorities in terms
of helping them get into business.
Question #42-Not enough different industries in the community-m
3,5000, sd 1,1316, md 3,8113,

This response reflects general though not

strong feelings that the community does not have the variety of industries
it needs,

,

It appears from these statistics, presented above, that retail manage
ment in Fresno is split, on the one hand, in terms of desiring more economic
growth, but on the other, of wishing to minimize government involvement. It
also appears that there is uncertainty as to which industries are most desirahle.
On the subject of minority business development, retail management
suggests that it believes enough has been done,

lascounting the participation

of women, participation in retail management in this study by ethnic
minorities has been minimal.
Crime and Justice
Question #43-Too hard for youths to get a fair trial-m 2,2331, sd
1.12a, md 2,3000, The response to this question suggests a general
census of belief that young people have little difficulty in receiving
fair trials in Fresno,

Question #44-Too hard for minorities to get a fair trial-* 2.0000,
sd .8835, lad 2.1357.

These statistics suggest that retail management

firmly agrees that minorities have no problem receiving fair trials in
Fresno.
Question #45-Not enough effort by police/sheriff to prevent crime . .
-m 3.0000, sd 1.3435, md 2.9250. This was a negative question which
indicates that retail management believes that law enforcement elements
could be doing a more responsible job of preventing crime.
Question #46-Poli_ce/sheriff do not work enough with the community,
especially with youth-* 3.1667, sd 1.2080, md 3.2727. This question
indicates that retail management is unsure of the role law enforcement
should play with youth.
Question //47-Jtot enough being done to solve the drunk problem-*
3.4762, sd 1,1527, md 3.8000.

These statistics indicate that retail manage

ment perceives little need to do more about the already .existing drunk
problem. This is logical since these retail managers see* to have little
difficulty with drunks.
Question #48-Jails do not do enough
n 3.5190, sd 1.1033, md 3.8842.
jails could be doing more to

to

rehabilitate criminals-

The consensus of opinion indicates that

rehabilitate

criminals.

Question #49-Courts are too easy on offenders-* 4.0238, sd 1.1367,
^ 4.3500.

The ire of the respondents seems to have been raased oy this

Westion. Obviously the consensus, by a strong margin, indicates one
deling that the courts are too easy on offenders.
,

™

airaV

from the community-* 2.3333,

Question #50-Courts are too far away twn w
j
..
** 1*0041, rad 2.4000. This negative que^t

.

reveals that management
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believes the courts are operating within reach of the community.
The above questions dealing with crime and justice suggest a number of
interesting pointsr

(l)

retail management appears to be law and order

oriented and favors tougher law enforcement; (2)

retail management is very

much concerned with the ease with which the courts deal with offenders,
ihese points are easy to understand in view of the problem retail management
has with shop lifting.
On the other hand, management believes that the criminal justice
system must do more to rehabilitate the criminal. Since many crimes are
alcohol related, it would appear that there is a lack of understanding of
the relationship between alcohol and crime.
It is generally agreed that youths and minorities are treated fairly
by the criminal justice system.

It would appear from the personal comments

included, in Appendix B, that crime is viewed as the result of overpermissiveness.

Retail management, apparently, believes that if law enforce

ment were permitted to be tougher with the criminal, and the courts were less
lenient, we would have a less crime ridden community.
funeral Government
Question #51-Not enough ways for citizens to take part in governmentm

3.1429, sd 1.2410, md 3.4-200.

The consensus of opinion indicates that

^ere are enough ways available for the interested citizen to participate
t*1 Fresno government if such is desired®

Option #52.1003! government does not plan ahead enough to prevent
IWUlms

or

^

doe3 not

follow the nlans-M 3.S095, sd .9936, nd 4,0000,

^ a general indication that retail nanageront would me to see tetter
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planning than has been evident thus far on the local Fresno scene*
Question f/53-Too much graft and corruption in local governments
3,9043, sd .8782, nd 3*94-62.

A general feeling is indicated which suggests

corruption in local government, that is there are practices which may not
be on the tip and up carried out by local leaders*
Question $54-—'>ot enough information about what local government does
and whys 3.S810, sd .8890, md 4*0286*

Retail management indicates that it

is not receiving enough information on the activiti.es of local government*
This question suggests that there is a need for greater communications

between government and the retail sector of the local community*
Question #55-0ounty government does not care about the needs of rural
connunitiess 3*1190, sd 1*0866, md 3.214-3*

Clearly no strong feelings one

way or the other were expressed on this issue*
Question #56-The cities, school districts, county, etc., are
duplicating certain activities which should be combined—m 3.7357, sd .8421,
®d 3,9273*
duplication.

Retail management expressed the view that it observes some
However, the generally weak response would suggest that it does.

not perceive significant duplication*
Question #57-Local taxes are too high-n 3.7619, sd 1.0314, ®d 3.9214*
These statistics suggest that retail management does not consider the
present tax levels overly burdening though they do suggest that movement
toward concern with the tax level are mounting.
The consensus of opinion regarding local government indicates that

Mail management is beginning to suspect government. There is no clear
indication, however, of dissatisfaction with local government although
ttee is a clear indication of

movement

in this direction.

local government
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should take note of this mounting dissatisfaction.

Planners are notified

that retail management is not happy with their efforts*

This is to be

understood since many of the proposals of the planning community have a
tremendous impact upon the retail community.

There is a need for greater

communications between the government and the retail community.
Transportation and Public Facilities
Question #5S-Too hard to get around because of traffic and parking
problems-m 3.023&, sd 1,3523, md 2,7000,

Apparently retail management

believes the traffic, and parking situation poses no difficulty. This is
interesting in view of the energy crisis and ecology movement which have
underscored the very vulnerable position we are in because of our dependence
on the private transportation system.
Question #59-Not enough public transportation in the city and countya 3.1905, sd 1.1737, md 3,3750,

These statistics suggest a strong

commitment to the private automobile, and lack of appreciation for the value
of the public transportation system.

This position can be justified oy the

fact that these retailers are dependent upon the private transportation system
to transport their customers.
Question #60-Too many streets are not kept up m 3.4-762, sd 1.1096,
nd 3.7687.

A general consensus is indicated of satisfaction with tne

easting street system.

However, suggestions of concern with tne street

astern are indicated and should not be discounted.
Question ^Sl-Sevage disposal facilities ere inadoduat<«> 3.0714, sd
•W4, nd 3.184*.

Retail ma—nt is generally satisfied with the present

handling of sewage.
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Qlestion r'62-Fire protection is adequate-m 3.5238, sd .3622, ad
3.8571. The relatively low standard deviation scored here indicates that
retail management is generally satisiied with the level of fire protection
provided by the city..
Qiestion 7?63-Garbage collection is inadequate-m 2 <, 7619, sd 1,0777,
nd 2.5500,
response.

This is a negative question designed to elicit a negative
As is indicated by the statistics there is strong satisfaction

with the garbage collection program of the city.
Question

Water supply/quality is adequate-m 3,6429, sd ,9324,

md 3.9414, These statistics suggest that there is a trend toward concern
with the quality of water in evidence.
These statistics developed concerning transportation and public
facilities indicate general satisfaction with the operation of these
services.

With the single exception being the maintenance of the community' 3

streets, there does appear to be general satisfaction with the services pro
vided by the city.

There does appear, however, to be a trend in evidence

which suggests that there are problems with the community's water.
Tmo11cations
Following is a review of the statistical data presented in this
:hapter,

and the analysis associated#

The analysis of location revealed that the sample of retail managers
tee a coamn

Eet

of perceptions as related to

location.

The criteria

waned by this research and described by the statistics suggest that a
»te of considerations loom as significant.

The„e pe.cep

Actional for planners as veil as retailers. The criteria not only
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represent the locational needs of retail management, but also serve to
measure the general view of the community.

The elements reviewed, then,

constitute a basis upon which to evaluate retail locations and at the same
time gauge community attitudes held by retail management.

It is noteworthy

that retail management recognizes these elements as the important
considerations of location, and, thus, generally agrees with the criteria
identified by the location theorists*
Certainly, proximity to the consumer market and the location pattern
of the competition loom as critically important considerations in evaluating
a retail location*
Of equal significance was the general unwillingness on the part of
retail management to consider any location as representing a permanently
ideal location.

This would reflect a general concern with potential growth

and competition, and the attending impact upon their own existing location*
It would appear that the majority of retailers are keenly aware of what has

happened to the Presno Downtown Mall*
It may well be that planners and retailers are going to have to take
a closer look at the dynamics involved in retail location.

Also, they are

going to need to account for the interdependence with the surrounding
community which is so necessary to the successful provision of retail services*
The relatively high scores given to oost of the criteria vould tend
4. • ,
.
•„ .f in rat ^on have been identified*
to indicate that the important crxi>e_ia
HILJ
bv many of the retail managers
This was borne out in personal oommenos
» «yrrressed by retail management is that
^eyed. The consensus of opinuon as expr
i -?,»>.
evaluate the potential of an
these criteria represent the basis upon uhicn to
.. „
sevcnd this, the elements reviewed
existing or potential retail locaoio •
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act as a strong xndicator of the interdependence of the retail establishment
with the community and most particularly the consumer.
As regards housing, it is evident that retail management perceives
no serious housing problem.
with some criticism.

However, this perception needs to be considered

The present high interest rates suggest that though

housing nay be available, the opportunity to purchase housing may have been
sharply curtailed for a significant portion of the Eresno population. In fact,
the response of retail management indicates only that it has no difficulties
in securing housing of its choice.

Its income levels certainly would not

preclude them from securing housing of its choice.

But this in no way

reflects the situation for the rank and file Presnsns.
In considering the employment situation, opinions of retail management
seen to indicate general dissatisfaction with the manner in which people are
prepared for employment.

By a wide margin, they indicated that there is need

for a more realistic appraisal of the job market situation ho ohe labor force.
Retail management seems to believe that the welfare system is at least partly
responsible for the present labor problems..
Retail management indicated it favors economic and physical growth.
«™ever, it has clearly indicated that it does not favor economic growth
that is government induced and directed.

The statistics on growth 4>

M indicate a clear determination of direction toward which the community
®ve. This is a ticklish problem and it is to be understood that
retail nanagenent has difficulty grappling with the problem of economic
•WW This does not, however, completely
a

Justify

a pattern which suggests

desire to maintain the status cfuo.
The consensus of opinion regar

.. - fiog criminal justice system
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indicates that the system Is generally favorably regarded.

The major

criticism is that the criminal is pampered too much, and the courts are
too lenient with the criminal.

It was generally agreed that more needs to

be done to rehabilitate the criminal.

The personal comments, however,

indicate no concern with the causes of crime.

It may be suggested that

concern is primarily with the effect of crime and little attention is given
to the cause of crime.

In this respect retail management reflects the

comnonly held concern with the effect, and oversight of the cause. It was
generally felt that the law is applied equitably and fairly across the social
spectrum.
Retail management's review of government indicates a growing trend
of dissatisfaction with it.

Management seems to believe that planning can

be more effective than has been the case to date. This is a logical finding
since many planning decisions impact upon the retail comimimty. This
particular indication suggests a desire on the part of retail management
that planners examine more closely the various impacts their decisions have
on retail management.
Clearly, retail management needs more communications between itself
^d government.
There appears to be general satisfaction vLth the existing transportation

Wm and public facilities.
«y

and quality of water.

Of note uas the apparent concern with the
Mso of

•

Bote

was

nmarent continued romance
apparen
that with the energy crisis

the

^th the automobile. It might have been exx - 4-antnranbile might have been explored,
greater awareness of the limitations ox
f.

aay well be

001,0

„+ perceives the energy crisis as little
that retail management perc

than an episode

x- „ «f big business and government.

in the operation ox Dig

It .right have been expected that concern pith the dependence on the
autonotdle night have been registered pith responses to the negative to
several of the questions asked.

Rather, there appears to be a continued

belief that the automobile will continue to bo the primary mode of
transportation*

CHAPTER V
OUTPUT 0? INFERENTIAL STATISTICS
The Inferential Scale
The following pages contain the summary and analysis of variance
on a question by question basis for each of the ten locations from the
sample population selected#

Also included with the analysis of

variance is a brief indication of the significance or lack of such for
each question#

Each section is reviewed#

final remarks of this

chapter consider the implications of the findings.

The chapter is

concluded with a review of the results of the statistics and analysis
completed.
The F distribution was developed by Ronald Risher in the 19%)* s#
It is an analysis of variance#

This particular distribution was

selected because it has proven effective in testing differences among
several means, and is the basis upon which the exact probability is
calculated.

The writer wonted to account for any variance between lo

cations in order to identify areas of significant difference. A score of
1.0 of course represents a perfect probability.
Table II contains the conposite F distribution for each question
done with the exact probability, and the appropriate ranking. Particular
,,
venerea for thev indicate the areas of
attention should be given to the rankings -or -one, a
highest probability#
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Table II
Analysis of Variance for 10 Retail Locations
Using the F distribution
Question Number

I'-Statistic

Exact Probability

RanHnp;

3.0914
.1741
.3336
1.0535
.5670
.7825
.7916
.2172
.4909
.4282
1.6659
.7775
.5034
1.6391
.5113
.7006
1.4262
1.7090
.7168
.6214

.9989
.9947
.9567
.4221
.8141
.6348
.6270
.9891
.8699
.9098
.1386
.6391
.8612
.1459
.3556
.7047
.2181
.1275
.6909
.7708

1
2
4
16
9
14
15
3
6
5
19
13
7
18
8
11
17
20
12
10

1.0599
.3289
1.8689
.6580

.4176
.9536
.0934
.7406

3
1
4
2

1.9260
7790
6596
*7726
1.4409

»9^35
.0378
.7392
.6432
«'2123

5
3
1
2

Retail Location
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.
15.

16.

17.
13.
19.
20.

21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
Housing
29.
30.
31.
32.
Employment
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

4
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Table II (Continued)
Analysis of Variance for 10 Retail Locations
Using the F Distributem
Question Number

F-Statlstlg

Bx-act ProbuMHtv

Ranking

Community Economic Grovth (l-bre Business and Industry)
38*
39*
-40.
41*
42*

*6336
*2263
*8439
1*8397
1*5820

*7567
*9875
.5829
*0989
.1627

2
1
3
5
4-

*4853
*5918
.8637
1*0041
*3497
*3816
1.3776
•6179

.3737
.7946
*5666
.4575
.9500
*9352
*2386
*7737

3
4
6
7
1
2
8
5

•7471
•2643
.4213
*3340
.3337
1*4834
1*1717

*6650
.9793
.9135
*9566
*9341
.1942
.3452

Crime and Justice
43*
44*
45*
46*
47.
48*
49*
50*
General Government
51.
52*
53.
54*
55*
56.
57.

-

5

1

4
2
3
7
6

Transportation and Public Facilities
58.
59*
60.
61.
62*
63.
64*

*7764
.9787
*4405
*8428
..7459
1*3607
1*8902

•6400
5237
•9025
.5339
0,6661

3
5
1
4
2

*0396

7

*2461

6
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Ibllowing is a discussion of the statistics Just indicated on a
question by question basis.

Hue following abbreviations are usedr

Statistic, ep-Sxact Probability, end r-Rarfc.

f-P

The analysis to follow will

be bmcemed with recapping the findings of the statistics, and conclude
vdth an analysis of the exact probability.

Analysis of the P statistic will

not be conducted since we are not analysing a null hypothesis.

Rather, we

are concerned with the probability of securing the responses generated from
this sanplo of retail management.
Retail Location
Qiestion #9-The retail building trend ... should not concern usf 3.0914, ep .9989, r 1.

These statistics indicate that we are dealing

with a very strong question.

The question elicited the response intended.

It can be concluded that retail management is very much concerned with the
retail building trend.
Question #LO-The tax rate is an important consideration-f .1741, ep
.9947, r 2.

Again, this question registers a very high probability, and

thus represents an important consideration in the evaluation

OJ.

a location.

Question #ll-The potential of the area for physical growth . . . -f
.3336, en .9567, r 4.
cfuestion.

A very important nerve has been touched with this

It is apparent, then, that growth represents an important

consideration in the minds of the retail managers sampled here.
Question az-High labor costs will continue to be a problem-f 1.0535,
* .£221, r 16.

These statistics reflect a condition over which the retailer

to little control over, and spears to have resided hinself to living with.
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Question ^-Continuing increases in the cost of floor space could
force us to relocate our establishment-f .5670, ep #8141, r 9.

The rather

high probability assigned this question suggests that this is a strong
question in the minds of retail management#
Question #L4-The income trend of the consumer market is not very
iaportant-f #7o25, ep #634&, r 14#.

This negative question registered

a high probability, and thus represents an important element for
consideration in evaluating the retail location#
Qiestion £L5-The parking facilities must be adequate-f #7916, ep
,6270, r 15#

These statistics, then, indicate a high probability of

support for the nood of adequate parking facilities#
Question #16-Avail ability of financing is a critical factor—f
,2172, ep #9891, r 3#

These statistics establish the great importance

given to the availability of adequate financing#

This revelation also has

great significance in view of our present high interest rates#
Question $L7-The residential building trend » • • is not particularly
important-f #4909, ep #3699, r 6#

This rather high score indicates the

importance of the residential building trend to

the retail industry.

This

is logical since retailers generally desire to be as near as possible to
their customers#

fcestion j£L8—This location -will always be an ideal location-f #4232,
6P .9098, r 5#
the

This is an interesting statistic since it indicates that

cross section of our retailers is unsure about its present location,

mv.
,
•, -u _ yj: (=1.red with some concern since it
"his uncertainty, moreover, should be
_ ,, ...ocrrrindents to this question#
registers the feelings of most of the xespo, important to locate in a chopping center Kith
Question #L9-It is very a
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a national retailer » . » —F 1.6659.
en
1 qdA ^
TQ
*
ep .Xjjab,
r 19.
revelation:

u
* a surprising
here is

management clearly indicated that it does not consider location

near the national brand named retailer to be critical to its individual
operations.
Question #20-The location pattern of the competition is not an
important consideration—f .7775, ep .6391) r 13. This negative question
registers significant concern with the location pattern of the competition.
This question and the responses generated should be of some concern to
planners) especially since many decisions acted upon by planners affect the
destinies of retail management.
Question #21-Prox±mity to the consumer market is extremely important—
f .5034., ep .8612, r 7.

These statistics reinforce the statistics generated

by question /ZH- above, and, thus, indicate the very great importance of the
consumer to the future of the retail industry.
Question #22-The public transportation system must be adequate-f
1.6391, ep .14.59, r 18.

These rather low statistics indicate the low value

estimated by retail management of the public transportation system. We can
assume from this very low rating that retail management believes the
automobile vd.ll continue to be the primary mode of transportation.
Question ,123-The

local government should do rore to encourage physical

sad economic development-f .5113,

.8556, r 3.

Here « have a strong

4+hmr want more development. This
indication from retail management uhat tn
^
n
-rv-oicv on this subject. local policy
appears to contrast sharply from loca_ p •
• ,n+#>d
These statistics substantiate the
seems to be rather status puo oriented.
findings in question #13. above.
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Qaestion #24.-The competitive pattern within one mile of this site
is

not very important-f .7006, ep .7047, r 11. These statistics indicate

significant concern with the immediate competition and should be noted by
planners and retailers as representing an important consideration of retail
management»
Question #25—The adjacent amenities of the location are not very
important-f 1.4262, ep #2181, r 17. The response to this question indicates
that retail management is not very concerned with the adjacent amenities.
Question #26-The private transportation system ... should be
bnproved-f 1.7090, ep .1275, r 20.

This question indicates apparent sat

isfaction with the existing transportation system.
Question #27-ProxLnity to major transportation facilities ... is
inportant-f .7168, ep .6909, r 12. These statistics indicate the relative
importance of adequate proximity to the major transportation facilities.
Question #28-The potential competitive sites within one mile, or so,
are inportant-f .6214, ep .7708, r 10.

These statistics reflect favorably

the findings in question #24, above, which indicate strong concern with the

competitive pattern.
The atove statistics, thai, provide a strong indication of the feelings
of local retail nanagenent as regards location.

The probability railings

prcrtde a strong indication of the strength of management • s collective

feelings.
, ., • r>pgp.qrch* has indicated that it
Retail management, through this
to its future (in terms of
considers the following to be most essential
location):
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1, The retail building trend,
2,

The tax rate,

3,

The availability of financing,
The potential for physical growth,

5, The residential building trend,
6* The competitive pattern.
The other elements reviewed are important to the retail industry as
rated by this scale but these indicated loom as the most important. The
probability scores generated here indicate that there is no essential
difference between locations as regards the locational requirements of retail
management.

Management has indicated that it recognizes the elements rated

as constituting the key elements to be considered in evaluating a location.
The interesting thing to note is that there is strong collaboration
with these categories and their rankings with those cited in the earlier
part of this study as representing criteria identified by experts in the
area of location.

Of note, of course, is the difference in perception of

industrialists versus retail personnel as registered here.

This study does

reveal that the location perceptions do vary somewhat and these differences
should be noted by planners and policy leaders in their efforts to deal with
the problems of location.
Bousing

Question #29-Not enough hones or apartments where people want to live'1.0599, ep .4176, r 3. ttis

question seats to indicate general satisfaction

the housing situation within the Fresno metropolitan
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Question #30-Too hard to get loans for buying homes-f .3289, ep
.9586, r 1.

This question veiy accurately reflects the reality of the market

place. With interest rates rising to record heights nearly weekly, retail
management has expressed its concern.

Certainly the consumer is affected

the credit squeeze, and such an effect will eventually come down on the
retailer.
Question #31-ibst residences cost too much to buy or rent-f 1,8689,
ep .0934* r A,

This question appears to be ineffective.

The sample

apparently did not make the connection between loans and interest rates,
and the oost of housing.

Hois is, then, a bad question as presently stated

and thus should be discounted.
Question #32-Not enough construction of new homes in the comnunityf .6580, ep .7406, r 2.

This response seems to relate to the situation with

the question above.
The above statistics indicate a concern with the interest rates.

The

difficulty is, however, that local policy can have little if any expect upon
the interest rates.

It is evident that retail management perceives the

impact present high interest rates will have on tne entire community.

It

^ be only hoped that other leaders are as perceptive as retail management
appears at this time; forewarned is forearmed.
These statistics also indicate that there are no significant
teermces

in the Banner in which housing is viewed ly this sample of retail

managers.
re-rnlovmcnt

..

n

Q2 60. ep .0335, r 5. These

Question #33-Not enough joos-f 1.92t> ,

,
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statistics indicate that retail management believes there are no job
problems.

This may really indicate that retail management believes there

are jobs for those who' want them.
C&iestion #34-Job training agencies are not training people well
enough-f .7790, ep .6373, r 3.

These statistics generally indicate

satisfaction with the efforts of the community's job training programs.
Question #35-Too many people are trained for jobs which are not
available-f .6596, ep .7392, r 1. This question seems to contradict the
previous question.

It would appear that what is being suggested here is

that job training must be more realistic.

The programs we have may be

considered good but more realism is needed in terms of preparing for
realistic careers.

The question is partially responded to in Appendix B

below. The oomment was made calling for more realistic appraisal of the
real job opportunities.

It is felt that there xs need in many cases to

pare down one's expectations to fit reality.

This would appear to be the

indication made by the response to this question xndxcated by these
statistics.
Question #36-Oavernment is not doing enough to find jobs for people
«!» need them-f .7726, ep .6432, r 2.

These statistics suggest that retail

rnagenent believes government should be doing more.

But, again, it is felt

that government1 s involvement is desired in terns of communicating mare
realistic job information.
•+ fcofew iob opportunities for young adultsQuestion #37-The comnunxty has few „o
f 1.4409, ep .2123, r 4.

It in obvious

«»»

^ **

net ail management believes there is no shortage of job opportune for
young people.
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It is evident that retail management believes that there is no
shortage of job opportunities for those who seek jobs.

The retail industry

does, however, seem to indicate that more realism is needed in terms of
\

evaluating job skills needed to fill existing jobs.

These statistics

suggest that retail management believes that job skills need to be developed
commensurate with the existing job market*

Connunity Economic Growth (?bre Business and Industry)

Question #3S-Uot enough help for small business and industry to grovf .6386, ep .7678, r 2.
help is needed.

These relatively high statistics indicate that more

Government needs to examine its impact more closely on the

retail industry.

This question registers the existence of concerns over

policies developed by government which affect economic growth.

This ooncern

should not be permitted to go unnoted by local government*
Question #39-The downtown in my community is deteriorating-f .2268,
ep .9875, r 1.

This question indicates the recognition of an obvious fact

of life in fresno*

The downtown is deteriorating and the city is not doing

enough to deal with the problem*
Question #4D-IJot enough being done ix> bring more business and industry
to my community-f .8139, ep .5329, r 3*

These statistics seem to indicate

a dichotomy between outside based development and internal based development.
It appears that retail management favors development sponsored ty local
P«Ple, an! looks less favorably on development sponsored by outside interests.
Question to-Hot

enough help for annorities to start or expand

^sinesses-f 1.8397, ep .0939, r 5.
ttat

statistics reflect a feeling ^se

enough has been done for the minorities.

This

i
s also r
e
f
l
e
o
t
e
d 111
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the section titled Personal Comments in Appendix B.
Question #42-!fot enough different industries in the community-f 1.5S2D,
These statistics indicate general satisfaction with the nix

ep .1627, r A.

of industries presently operating in the Fresno communityThese statistics indicate that on the one hand local business needs
help, perhaps of the kind given to minorities, but cast importantly help
for the local businessmen.

There is the suggestion that too much help has

been directed to the advantage of outsiders*
Crime and Justice
Question #43-Too hard for youths to get a fair trial-f .4553, ep
,8937, r 3.

These statistics reflect the general feeling that youths have

little difficulty receiving fair trials from the Fresno criminal justice
system.
Question #44-Too hard for minorities to get a fair trial-f .5918,
ep .7946, r 4.

Again, these statistics indicate that retail management

believes that minorities have little difficulty receiving fair trials under
the Eresno criminal justice system.

fcestion

#4Wbt enough effort V police/sheriff to prevent crime .. .

-f .8637, ep .5666, r 6.

This question reflects general satisfaction with

tie efforts of the police in preventing crime.

It night be suggested that

retail management<3 look at crime prevention as being outside the purview of
lav enforcement.
,

.

Question #4^-Police/sheriff do not vov.
especially with youths-f 1.0041j

e?

/W

*^

r

_ nniiph with the community,

7.

Again we find satisfaction

9

Viththe efforts of local law enforcement elements.
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Question &7-Not enough being done to solve the drunk problemf *3497, ep «9500, r 1®

These statistics reflect an understanding of the

gravity of the drinking problem in this commuriity. It, substantiates retail
management's perception that drinking problems lie at the root of many
problems, or at least represent the manifestation of underlying social
problems in the community®

Drinking as a problem, then, represents deeper

more complex social problems..
Question #43-Jails do not do enough to rehabilitate criminalsf ,3816, ep .9352, r 2®

It Is obvious from these statistics that Jails

should be a place to rehabilitate the criminal according to the expressed
views of retail management®
Question #49-Courts ore too easy on offenders-f 1.3776, ep .2336,
r 8, This question ape ears to contradict the previous question® Instead,
towever, it indicates the concern of retail management for rehabilitation
of the criminal.

It wants the criminal incarcerated but it wants him

rehabilitated by the time he leaves jail®
Uiestion #50-Courts are too

far avray from toe

connunity-f .6179, ep

.7737, r 5. This question appears to be a poor question and does not
dearly identify in terns which can be interpreted una. is meant by "too
te sway," The descriptive statistics on this question indicated in Chapter
.
., _ j- -fho courts are not too far away®
77 suggest that the general feeling is .ha
These statistics reveal that retail management wants to see toe
of crime dealt uith.

cause

It is very •»* concerned uith the genuine
,

4.

iust

rehabilitation of the criminal and not 3
^ch concerned with the drinking pn°
.
symptomatic of underlying social P1"0

en>

his

incarceration.

It

is very

orad seems to recognize it as
The statistics also seem to
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indicate a perception of the limitations of law enforcement#

General Government
Question #51-Not enough ways for citizens to take part in governmentf #74.71, ep #6650, r 5#

These statistics indicate that retail management

is satisfied with existing avenues to participate in local government#
Question #52-Local government does not plan ahead enough to prevent
problems or else does not follow the plans-f #2643* ep .9793, r 1»

This

area apparently represents, in the minds of retail management, the greatest
shortcoming of local government.

It might be suggested that this represents

a fundamental problem since the planning efforts and implementation of such
plans represent the means through which local government responas to such
problems as are indicated#
Question #53-Too much graft and conniption in local government-f .4213,
ep #9135, r 4#

These statistics indicate that retail management suspects

local governmental officials of impropriety#
Question #54~Not enough information about what local government does
and vhy-f .3340, ep .9566, r 2.

This question suggests that a communications

vacuum exists between local government and the retail community.

As important

as this sector of the local economic community is to the overall vitality of
the community, it can only be inferred that local government should make
immediate efforts to bridge the existing communication gap between itself and
the retail community.
,
nn+ fare about the needs ox rural
Question #55-County government does not care a
/

qo i

v,

-5

communities-f .3337, ep .9341, r 3»

This response indicates that there is a
"as resw s

,
stance given the rural communities by the
general lack of concern and assistance gi
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various governmental bodies involved*
Question #56-?he cities, school districts, county, etc., are
duplicating certain activities which should be combined-! I.4S84, ep
.19^+2, r 7.

This question appears to be a poor question because it

presumes intimate involvement and understanding of the internal operations
of local government.
Question #57-Local taxes are too high-f 1.1717, ep .3152, r 6.

The

response generated to this question suggests satisfaction with the tax
levels as they presently exist.
In reviewing the statistics on local government, it is evident that
there is significant dissatisfaction with the manner in which local govern
ment is presently being conducted.

In particular, retail management is

strongly dissatisfied with present planning efforts either effectively to
plan the future of the community or to see such plans through to implementation.
This criticism should not be taken lightly by either local government or the
planning profession for they are being asked for results.

Also indicated

was a strong desire for better communications between the retail community
and local government.

It would seem reasonable that retail management

communicates with the local government since many decision of local govern
ment have an imoact on the retail community®
Transportation and Public Facilitxqs

Question #53-Too hard to get around because of traffic and parking
problems-f .7764-, ep .6^00, r 3.

These statistics indicate general

satisfaction with the transportation system.
Question #59-Not enough public transportation in the city and county-
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t .9737, ep .5237, r 5. The response registered here suggests iinproveEents
are needed and perhaps desired In public transportation by retail mnagenent.
Question #60-Too many streets are not kept up-f .4405, ep .9025,
r 1. Retail management has indicated strong dissatisfaction with the
maintenance program of the city for the community1 s streets and roads.
Question #6l-Sewage disoosal facilities are inadequate-f .3428,
ep .5839, r 4.

Retail management has indicated its satisfaction with

currently operated sewage disposal facilities.
Question #62-Fire protection is adequate-f ,7459, ep ,6661, r 2.
Retail management is very satisfied with the current fire protection
program.
Question -f^-Garbage collection is inadequate-f 1.3607, ep .2461,
r 6. These statistics indicate general satisfaction with current collection
of garbage.
Question ,#64-Water supply/quality is adequate-f 1.S902, ep .0696,
r 7, These statistics indicate mounting dissatisfaction with the community's
water supply and quality.
These statistics on transportation and public facilities indicate
general satisfaction with present operating facilities*

It is, hovrever,

indicated that retail management is concerned with the GOmmume3 current
street maintenance program and wants to see improvement.

Retail management

has also indicated its desire for improvement in the public transportation
system serving the city and county.
Imo11cations
The analysis of variance just completed has serveu largely to support
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the findings indicated in Chapter IV.

However, the calculation of the exact

probability has been particularly haLpfhl in terns of weighing the various
elements considered.

As a result of the calculation of exact probability,

we have a ranking of the various elements considered by this sample of retail
managers.

Certainly, the highest ranked elements within each category should

be considered in any attempted evaluation of existing and potential retail
location.

The higher ranked scores represented the questions which generated

the greatest agreement among the retail managers at the ten locations.
Retail management, at the ten locations under study here, have
indicated that they share most of the same perceptions of location and
community.

Particularly, the high scores generated by the evaluation of

location support the findings of the analysis indicated in Chapter IV, above.
These probability scores on location also indicate strong agreement with the
location theorists, and their evaluation of the same criteria evaluated here.
The difference, of course, is that this research has evaluated retail location
from the perspective of retail management.

The other categories evaluated

here have served to underscore the importance of the basic elements included
in the section titled Retail Location.

We can conclude, then, that the

important elements of retail location have bean identified, and these criteria
evaluated should be the basis of future evaluation of retail location by
both planners and retail management®
Perhaps equally revealing has been the acknowledgment OJ. RETAIL
Management that it operates within an ecosystem and not in spite of the
system.

It can clearly be suggested that retail management, though not

versed in the technical jargon of economics and planning, considers many
of the elements examined by the experts when evaluating their relative
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positions in their community.

In a word, retail management recognises that

it does not operate in a vacuuui.
The section on retail location through the analysis of variance
indicates some variations in the rankings of important consideration from
those described earlier.

It can be suggested, however, that this difference

in ranking should be noted by retailers, planners, and appropriate government
officials.

Certainly policies designed to affect industry generally will

have differing impacts upon retail management as compared to industry manage*nent.

The differences may be in degree but they are nevertheless differences

which need to be accounted for by local policy leaders.
Retail management has indicated its concern with the retail building
trend, the tax rate, the availability of financing, the potential for
physical growth, and the residential building trend, to mention hut the
first five considerations as ranked according to the calculations of exact
probability.
Generally, then, retailers and planners in particular need to take
cognizance of these identified factors in order to measure decisions they
respectively make or influence which impact on the retail industry. It is
considered that more accurate the evaluation of decisions which have an
impact 0n these identified elements, above, the greater the probability that
waste and inefficiencies can be kept to a minimum.

That is, the greater is

the probability that the community will have its retail needs met when the
retail industry is maintained in relative prosperity,

inis is a ymbiotic

relationship we are speaking of here between community and retailers, and the
elements identified, above, through this analysis of variance represent
potential friction points where serious, mutually detrimental, conflicts

n
may occur* rns

effort has developed and evaluated criteria by which to

moderate the probability of such conflict. Of course such can be accomplished
only u management, planners, and appropriate officials recognise the
elements as representing potential areas of friction.

Sjpefully, the

criteria identified and evaluated here will serve planners, retailers, and
interested leaders as a basis upon which to measure and maintain the
symbiotic relationship which has been the subject of this research*

CHAPTER VI
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDAHONS
Findings
This research was undertaken in an effort to identify and test
criteria which planners and retail management can utilise to evaluate
retail locations.

The thinking being applied indicates that the retail

industry serves to fill the retail needs of the community.

This research

has not only underscored the nature of the service provided, but has also
indicated the degree of interdependence of the industry with literally
every other segment of the ccimmunity.

That is, the retail industry is

affected by either action or inaction of other segments of the community,
ibst notably, government has been indicated to have the greatest impact on
the retail Industry through its legal and policy powers.

The need for

greater understanding and communication between government and the retail
industry has been underscored by the expressions of retail management
indicated in this study*
Chapter II considered the major theoretical concepts which have
dominated the development of location theory.

One point of note in

this chapter was the rather weak shoving of professional planning in the
area of retail location theory.

The field of location is quite obviously

dominated by economists.
Chapter III identified the sampling techniques utilized in -he

conduct of this research.

It described the development of the instrument.

The chapter also described the statistical technics apolied to the
data developed fro, the research descent. The data were gentry
broken down and analysed under the categories of descriptive statistics
and inferential statistics.
The following chapter described the data utilising descriptive
statistics.

The findings of the chapter are particularly important.

The data indicate that retail management recognises the same criteria
identified by the location theorists as being important to the retail
location (seo page 85).

Retail management, then, recognises the elements

identified in the section titled Retail Location as constituting the
basis upon which to evaluate the retail location.

The other elements

evaluated were Indicated to impinge upon the elements identified in the
section titled Retail location, and generally support these criteria.
At the undertaking of this research, the writer felt that retail
management would not recognize the symbiotic relationship it has with
the community. It was assumed that most retail managers have not
studied the theory of location.

The scores generated indicate that

retail management views its role in the community on a much broader
scale than was anticipated.

It is suggested that, likewise, government

planners should recognise this broad interpretation of retail
location, and adopt a broader basis upon which to view the retail
industry. The criteria supported by retail management, then, Indicate
a

basis upon which planners, government officials, and retailers can

evaluate existing and potential retail locations.
Chapter V speaks to the calculations utilizing the inferential
statistics.

These statistics are instructive not only because they
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generally support the descriptive statistics, but because they indicate
general agreement between retail management located at the ten locations
under study here.

This is important because these statistics indicate that

there are few areas in which this sample of retail management does not agree.
The viewpoint expressed is not just characteristic of one location, but
rather is generally accepted by this cross section of retail managers.
These statistics, then, add credence to the findings of Chapter IV.
Retail management, then, has indicated that the following criteria
form the basis upon which to evaluate existing and potential retail
locations.

(1)

Retail management and planners need to look at the potential of

the area for physical growth.

This is an important criterion since the

growth potential indicates possible areas for physical development.

Such

development is, of course, important because it can serve to render
existing or planned retail locations absolete.
It is important to minimize possible dislocations due to growth.
That is, retail management and planners should plan the location of retail
establishments on the basis of a clear perspective of the location of the
clientele which such retail development intends to serve. In this
connection, then, two areas are of particular concern to retail management.
A.

The retail building trend needs to be evaluated.

This is

important because the retail building trend exerts an important impact
Upon existing retail establishments.

That is, new development necessarily

draws customers away from existing establishments.

Conversations with

retailers operating stores in Fresno indicate particular concern with
Potential competition located within one mile.

This was supported by
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question 20, which dealt specifically pith competition within one miie.
A manager of a retail chain which has recently moved into the H-esno area
indicated to this writer that his company desires to have a store in every
square mile of the area occupied pith residential development. It makes
little difference, according to this manager, if there is existing retail
development because his company believes that it has the buying power and
advertising power to draw customers away from the existing competition.
The one mile limit was also identified as significant in question 24, of
the instrument developed for the conduct of this research,
B.

The residential building trend must be evaluated.

This is of

critical importance to the retail industry since it is dependent upon
the consumer, and needs to be as close to the consumer as possible. If
"ae °°nsumer is found to be moving away from an area, for example, the
retailers in the old area must sooner or later follow,
of this has been the Fresno lb unto vn Mall,

A good example

The people left the core

area, and retail management has been compelled to leave.

This is

evident from the large number of people located on the Fresno Mall who have
either decided to move or have branch stores at other locations outside
the Gore area,
(2)

The tax rate is a criterion which needs to be evaluated.

The

tax rate received high scores in both the descriptive statistics and the
inferential statistics.

The tax rate is important because different

locations are taxed at different rates.

This has an influence in terms of

affecting the cost of operations, which in turn influences the value of
the retail location.

Besides affecting the retailer, the tax rate has an

important influence on the buying pattern of the consumer market.

Tax dollars
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taken awny fron the consumer reduce the buying power of the consumer.
(3)

The income trend of the consumer market must be carefully

neasured.

This is extremely critical for retail management and retailers

to evaluate. It would make little sense, for example, to locate a used
clothing store in a high income area.

It is critically important, then,

that the income levels of the consumer be determined so that development
can be encouraged which is designed to serve the existing consumer.

(4) The parking facilities must be adequate. This is very important
since if adequate parking facilities are not provided, adequate traffic
cannot be developed to support the retail location.

This could be of less

concern if we move away from the use of the private automobile to public
transportation.

But in the meantime, adequate parking must be provided and/

or planned to support the retail location*
(5)

Financing must be available at reasonable cost.

critically important to this industry.

This is

Financing of course is important

hit only in the initial development of the retail location but in financing
inventories.

Financial assistance will vary over an entire city. This is

an important area of concern today, especially, with the high interest rates.
Financing charges also have an impact on the consumer.

Ultimately high in

terest rates, for example, can affect consumer buying power by redirecting
the consumer's buying pattern away from retail goods.
(3)

The adjacent amenities must be evaluated by retail management

®nd planners alike.

If the adjacent amenities are unattractive, people

will not desire to enter the area and shop.
of the amenities is the Ebwntown Mall.

A good example of the importance

Conversations with retail managers

operating on the Mall suggest a number of problems.

Management indicates
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that the vater fountains inhibit access to the shops.

Bene retailers

indicated a concern vith sone types of people vho frequently appear on the
Hall.

They specifically expressed concern pith the large nunber of alcoholics

vho populate the surrounding area.

These people detract fton

the area and

disoourage women from coming into the Mall area to shop alone.

The

amenities, then, represent an important concern since they provide for the
atmosphere in which people will want, or not want, to shop.
In the course of reviewing these criteria, then, it should be
indicated that there is a great amount of interdependence between them,
For instance, the financing costs have an important impact on every sector
of the economy.

When one segment, such as the consumer market, has difficulty

financing its activities, the effects are felt in the retail industry in the
form of reduced purchases.
Likewise, the tax rate has an impact upon the consumer with the same
kind of force that it does on the retailers.

That is, high taxes force

retailers to cover theor costs, due to taxes, with increased prices.
There are threshold points beyond wnich the consumer will not
purchase retail goods, and which the retailer must keep in mind when he
attempts to pass on to the consumer his increased tax burden.
with such a situation, the retailer faces four choicest
and lose customers; 2)

l)

maintain prices, but reduce

the profit margin to cover the increased tax burden; or U)

instances

raise prices

move to another location where the clientele will

be able to afford to pay the increased costs; 3)

establishments.

When faced

close the

These alternatives are, of course, painful and in some

can be avoided if local leaders vould adequately understand

duplications of policy

decision they na*e.

the

Not only taxing policies but
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land use policies and growth policies have a tremendous impact upon the
retail industry, and the criteria indicated above indicate retail manage
ment's perception of the importance of these policy areas to their future.
Recommendations
Beyond merely recognizing the above indicated criteria as the basis
upon which to evaluate retail locations, the following recommendations are
made and directed toward planners and retail managements
(1)

Retail management and planners should get together, on a regular

basis, in order to communicate present and planned retail development.

Every

effort should be made to avoid duplicating retail development within one
square mile, unless the market has been determined to be capable of
supporting such development,
(2)

Retailers, planners, and appropriate government officials should

examine the tax structure for the purpose of identifying means through
which the tax level can be kept under control. Tax levels should not be
permitted to go beyond levels which affect the ability of the retail
industry to conduct its business,
(3)

Retail management and planners need to communicate to each other

their views on both economic and physical growth.

Retail management has

indicated that it favors such growth. It has also indicated that it wants
growth which will not hurt its existing establishments.

Such growth, for

example, as continued northward development concerns retell management
located close to the core area.
the loss of customers.

Continued consumer movement northward means

Growth needs to be examined in terms of its potential

inpact on the retail community.

Development can ncan dislocations in other
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areas of the community, and this potential needs to be accounted for in the
plans of both the city and retail management*.
U)

Retail management and planners need to apprise themselves of the

inoome trend of the consumer market.

Appropriate charts should be

developed which indicate to planners and retailers the location of people
with varying inoome levels.

This would be of significant help in

determining the market potential necessary to support existing and potential
retail locations.

Such charts might be combined with such additional

factors as tax rate patterns, age patterns of buildings, and distribution
of the population by age.

This information would help identify existing

and potential markets.
(5)

Existing and available land for parking should be accounted for

so that retailers and planners can adequately plan to meet the parking needs
of the community.

Such calculations should also include projections for

future economic and population growth, so that existing and projected
facilities vail be able to expand their parking facilities to accommodate
the increased demand.

These requirements should be changed accordingly if

the emphasis changes to public transportation.
(6)

Both elements, planners and retailers, should make ever/ effort

possible to identify those conditions under which most favorable financing
can be arranged.

Efforts should be made to

make such assistance both

communicated and available to the widest possible number of retailers.

ices dovm.
by helping the retail industry keep its price;

This, of course, will
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benefit the consumer and ultimately the eomunity.
(7)

Planners and retailers must keep aware of the residential building

trend. Lines of communication must be opened up » that residential
development can be accounted for in the projections of retail management.
In order for the retail industry to serve the consumer market most
effectively, it must be aware of the changing pattern of residential
location*
The residential building trend has a tremendous impact upon the
retail industry.

Significant oonsumer movement away from an existing area,

for example, necessarily forces the retail establishment in the old area to
relocate. It would be helpful, then, if development were regulated to the
extent that the community may avoid repeating what has happened to the Eresno
Dbwntown Mall.
(8)

The adjacent amenities of the existing and potential retail

location must be accounted for, and improved upon* At this point, then,
it is possihle to observe the impact of the surrounding area on the retail
industry.

Incentives must be generated to encourage the retailers and their

neighbors to maintain and upgrade the surroundings*
With this in mind, then, this writer can conclude with a final
observation.

Retail management operates within the community by serving

the retail needs of the community's people*

The consumer, being the focal

point of the attention of the retail efiort, is affected by many
externalities, such as interest rates, crime, sickness, unemployment. Tne
consumer faces much uncertainty in the conduct of Ms affairs* Likewise,
the retail industry, which is dependent on the ronamer,
of the same trials as the consumer.

is faeed with many

The retail industry should not be

84observed in terns of one, two, or more of the criteria identified alone,
but rather we must look at the interrelationship of these criteria to
adequately appreciate the complexity of the relationship involved.

;
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APPENDIX A
Questionnaire
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Your participation is invited to assist ne in conducting research into

locational factors associated with the successful operation of retail
establishments in the Pres.no Metropolitan Area. This research will
assist me in writing my thesis, required for the degree of Master of
City and Regional Planning. Your answers will be held in confidence*
Please respond to the questions after carefully reading the instructions
below.

2. You were selected at random* V/e do not need to know your name and have
not asked you to sign this survey. In no way will you as an individual
be identified in the analysis.
3. At the end of the questionnaire please add any problems or oomments
which have not been included in the questionnaire.
4. Please return the completed questionnaire by using the attached stamped
self-addressed envelope.
5. Please tell me what you think about each of the statements using the
following scale:
1

2
3
K

5

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Undecided
Agree
Strongly Agree

g

S
q

£
p

CO

•§
o
o

&
XSi

;s»
£
p.

V

a

a

&
a

co
©

§

ft

Example:

[f you have any questions, please call 229-7302 in Eresno

V

CO
CO

APPENDIX A (Continued)
Resoonse Number
The following information will let me know which people see what
statements as no at important# Please give information for just one personexcept for total family income#
1# Your age

19—PA

2# Your sex

Female

3* Your ethnic
group

Black
(Negro)

white
Anglo

4# Total family
inoone

84,000$6.999

v7,0C0—
99.999

5# Your highest
education
level

Below
8th
Grade

6#

Number of years
ynu have lived
in this
community#

less than
1 year _ ,

7#

Number of years
in thin

less tnan
1 year

8#

Number of years
t.hi <=
location#

less than
1 year
,

25-3A

35-AA

A5-5A

55-6A

over 65

Male
liexican
American
Chicano

Bone High
School,
Technical,
or Trade
School

Oriental

015,000317.999

BIG,00031A. 999
High
School
Graduate

American
Indian

813,000
& over

Some
College
(less than
A years)

College
Graduate
(B#A# or
B.S.)

2-5
years

5-10
vears

over
10 vears

a

1 vear

years

5-10
vears

over
10 vears

1. vear

2-5
veers

5-1o"" over
vears 10 vears

1 vear
——

<*>

Other
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

f? 1 &
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Retail Location

o

1

9.

The retail building trend (the location of new
retail development) should not concern us.
10» The tax rate is an important nonsi rWs-h-^-n
11# ine potential of" the area for physical growth
is very important#
• o c s t s w a l l c o n t i n u e t o b e a problem*
Continuing increases in the cost oi" floor so ace
oould force us to relocate our establishment^
The income trend of the consumer market
very important. '
15# The parking facilities must bo adequate*
16* Availability of financing is a critical factor*
17# The residential building trend (the location of
new residential development) is not particularly
important..
ideal location.
19# It is very important to locate in a shopping
center with a national retailer such as Sears,
Penneys. Wooluorths# Kclbnaldst
20* The location pattern of the competition is not
an important consideration*
21# Proximity to the consumer market is extremely
important.
_22» The public transportation system must be adequateq,
23# The local government should do more to encourage
Physical and economic development*
24# The competitive pattern within one mile of this
site is not very important*
25# The adjacent ar.ienitie of the location are not
very important.
2o» The private transportation system (vehicular
traffic arteries and road conditions) should
be improved,
27# Proximity
Proxinitv to
tn major transportation facilities
(highways, freeways, air terminal, and rail) is
important*
-—-——
—-—~rr~"
23# The potential competitive sites within one mile
or so are important#

2i
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Employment
33. Not enough jobs.
34. Job training agencies are not training people
veil enough.
35. Too many people are trained for jobs which are not
available.
36. Government is not doing enough to find jobs for
people who need them.
37. The oommunity has few job opportunities for
young adults.
—
Community Economic Growth (More Business and
Industry)
38.

Not enough help for small business and industiy
to grow.
;
39. The downtown in my community is aeterior«.uiiig,
4.0. Not enough being done to bring more business and
41. fot'^rug^elp
42.

for' minorities to start or expand

businesses,—
.—:—r—rt,T 4
'^"«nriitvl*"
lot ermmh different mdusurj.es n-i v«»e
Crime and Justice

43.

Too hard. <V>r youths to get a fair trial, ,

1,1,. Ton hnrd for Minorities TO tjeT.

THUI muni,

St Sot enough effort by police/sheriff to prevent
crime (burglary. raoe« etc.)
rr:-~rr—46. Police/sheriff do not work enough vita me
community, especially....with ycuth^—
—
in. Unt. Pr.r,nfh being done to solve
;a
. L i , Ho not. do enough, to r e h a b i l i t a t e criminals, ,—,

£
p,
©
p.
a.
(0
ji

>

©
©

$
3
3
§
•?
Q
©

cv

29. Not enough honies or apartments where people want
to livo.
30. Too herd to pet loans for buying homes.
31. lost residences cost too much to buy or rent.
32. Not enough construction of new homes in the
community,

Disagree

Ibusing

Strongly Disagree «h

APPENDIX A (Continued)
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APPENmX B
Personal Comments
The following comments were subset tfed by respondents to the
questionnaire*

mie comments are exact quotes from the returned

questionnaires.
"This
lease. We
because of
thought to

center was doing very good before the grocery store lost its
all (other retail stores in the area) feel the drop in business
it not being here. But, I guess big business stores are
bring in no re money than the snail business.11

"If the monies that the Federal Government State-County & Cities were
getting, were spent to hire lore policemen & firemen instead of giving it all
to these so called Help programs and to Welfare our Community and the whole
United States Uould be a far finer place to live. Vie give everything to the
so called minorities. Consequently why should they work? Ask any policeman
& he will tell you. "Why arrest them as the judges free them immediately.
We need nore law enforcing factors before this Gauntry will return to the
great American it used to beH"
"Inventory Floor Tax Discriminates against business investment.
Tax allovs big business too many loopholes."

Income

"Job training should not neglect to help a person develop their ^
personality. You can not work in retail without liking people and without
having a friendly, out going personality. There seem to^ be plenty of jobs
but people do not need the money bad enough because usually they can11^ fund
work because they become too choosey about their job. They^don't realize
that it is better to be busy & working even though the pay isn t the great
est or the job isn't a job of their desire. Hard work doesn't hurt anyone and
work is the cure of alot of sickness, loneliness & unhappiness. A oraxn that
is over loaded never flies off the track.'1
"Let's Get The Crooks Out of Government and Start Re-Building."
"Ermlovmeut' Our college systems not providing proper counseling for
future Employment and making the student rare
of the changing trends, heed
more vocational training in conjunction viuh college.
,
-j
persons
"Crime* Yihen offenders are not prosecuted it is only natural tne persons
responsible for enforcing the law wall get lax.
"Local Government: Too much Ration,^too
their positions as a political platform.
;
city & county government on pertinent issues oe~

office holders using
of bureaucracy."
"
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